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ARCHBISHOP AND CLERGY NOTIFIED TO VACATE RESIDENCES

r Papal

Mrs. Storcr Gave Interview to Same as the Joint Statehood
Newspaper In Which
Bill Was With Arizona's

Representative Is Expelled From France and the
Ecclastical Students Are Ordered to
Return to the Army.

Paris, Dec. 11. This is a historic tbe papal nunciature since the recall
dav la France. The struggle which of the nuncio, was arrested this
began in 1880 in the banishment of
upon an order expelling him
the Jesuits ended today with a legal from France, and will bo conducted ta
rupture f the iiond which for prac-- the frontier tonight. His residence
tlcally a thousand years had united j wa3 searched by the police
the church and state. By refusal to Ecclesiastic Students Ordered to Army
mako declarations under the public
!Vsr Minister Plcquart has ordered
meetings law of 1881, public Catholic recruiting officers to require ecclesiworship, except under schismatic or astic students to present their certifiganization, tomorrow becomes illegal. cates tomorrow. Those who fail to
The scenes in some churches were do so by December 20 will be ordered
extremely touching. Not in years has to Join their
colors. The order affects
(here oeea such attendance ut mass. 5,500
students.
The number of women was especially
large, and was noteworthy as an indi- ITALIAN
REPUBLICANS
cation of the religious lndtfftrence of
SYMPATHISE
WITH FRENCH.
s
seven-eightAlthough
iiopulstlon.
male
the
Rome, Dec. 11. Signor Mlrabelll.
of the inhabitants of the city republican,
at the opening of today's
are nominally Catholics, in no part of
of the chamber of deputies.
the city were the churches crowded. session
Even at Notre Dame, where solemn introduced a resolution, which was
high mass was celebrated, the edifice adopted, to the effect that the chamwas only half filled. The officiating ber send its warm congratulations to
policy
clergy performed the regular offices France on the
without referring to the illegal status which it was following as tending to
(tomorrow. Nevertheless the depres secularize the state and render hu
sion of the Catholics was manifest manity consciously independent.
and many women were moved to
ANARCHY IN FRANCE;
tears.
THE CHURCHES SEIZED.
On the ve of the struggle It is be
Paris, Dec. 11. The new law pro
coming evident that both the govern
ment officials and the higher eccles- viding for the separation of church
state came Into effect today and
iastics are resisting the advice of In and
temperance.
The- minister of public never In the history of the country.
worship eaya that the. government sinrfe the "great revolution, have more
been made. .The
"cannot be driven into the trap of drastic changes
closing the churches," and Cardinal church and the Clergy are rebellious,
has the Vatican points the finger of scorn
Richard, Brchbisfaop of Paris,
fUrongly cesuxert the placarding of to France, and Europe generally looks
tne sequestration as ourking
srealj to the clergy to make a vio on
lent re.'.'stance to the officers. "No one epoch In the world's history; Un
violence" he said, "but passive re- der the new law the churches will re
slstenc to unjust law after exhaust- - n!aln I)en or public worship as pro- vided by the law of assembly of 1881
ing all protests at tvery step."
but the cbanga not only effects
fcoVERNMENT TO SUPPRESS
France "but the Roman Catholics all
PENSIONS OF CLERGY. over the world, as the movement has
Paris, Dec. 11. After a meeting of been made to strike at the founds
the cabinet ministers today it wa3 an tion of the religion. Eighty-fou- r
nounced that on December 14, Pre- bishops, two cirriinals and upwards
mier Clemonceau will ask parliament of 2,300 priests under the law of toto suppress the pensions of the day are unprovided for. Cardinal Le- rtvn cot, Arehbishp of Bordeaux, has Is
" wmim not
erty of Catholics and to distribute to joinaa"i !,ea' '
talse Catholics and bad
presbyteries, seminaries, etc.
It ls
the formation of associa- 1h
v - !Irie8,s '
BtnteH that the
tlons to take over the church iproiier
...
o
an epistle. Supposed tO be
' .
..M-- .
Mnntn.ninl
' "' ,
" ,,
tary to tbe papal nuncio here at Paris, " " " "
hot,
.
who has represented the Vatican here
,h
,ht
,
bluca tho recall of the papal nuncio.
,,hpv ,Hlff, Tlllr.
th Sarftmpnt
Clergy Musi Vacate Residences.
i
a mi,
tho movement Th.
A formal notice was served during bianop of Pouen tod
g8Ued a
the day on Carlinal Richard, arch- damation condemning the action of
bishop of Paris, and bishops and the eovernmtnt enrl an nniw.nl to h
parish priests of this department to Roman Cathol!c3 of the world points
,av.L.
miucucn wiuuriuw . out tne attemiit to undermine the
Similar notices were served on the faith. His manifesto winds up with
fjergy of other departments, notifying the words: "Those who help the
mem to leave tneir residences Thurs movement will not only die in a state
day or Friday.
of sin but the obligation will rest
Papal Secretary is Expelled.
upon their posterity so long as the
Monnlgnor Montagnini, secretary of memory of the robbers remains."

She Claimed They
HAD MADE PGR PRESIDENT
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CANADA'S

KYLEMORE

EXPEN-

PUBLIC

CASTLE.
DITURE FOR PAST YEAR.
Dublin
IVc. 11. Klyemore Castle
Ottowa, Dec. 11. A blue book conwas today abandoned by the Duke of taining copies of the public accounts
Manchester and Ma famllv. All the for ,lle yt"Jr ending June 30 last
" lTt
servant ar.J retainers hsve been paid "h"
r(T and the historic
castle c. R. was J3.765.170. Onthe P K. 1.
old
will go into the market. The youth-- i $4'.ifi.m. end on the National Trans- ful Hackees of Manchester, who was continental railway $1,841,269. The
Miss Zi.mnerman. an American lady!
k".
lis t?rtet stricken at being compelled 014.2io; IKuulnlon lands. $59.78o';
to rlve p living at the castle; one militia J1.2W.875; railway subsides.
of tho
romantically situated in $l.t3i,54; iouutles $,40o,771; and
W""
Ireland. Funds are low and neces- M''Mthe surplus
sity comptU the duke and hU love-- 1 of ,,S,'
1 nere
ly wifo to curtail expenses, as the;?"11
, f re"eul
,
Ul ul
gardens alone at Kylemore engaged
lu"yu"nc
h Ich Is $2b7.o 42,!) ( 7.
average
r.i
itnnt,n ,f flftn
th
$2.75
was
compared
keep thera in order. The duke con rate of interest
fldentlr expected that the king or with J2.81 in the previous year. The
net rate fell from $2.26 to $2.21. There
the prince of Wales would buy Kyle- - Is
an increased demand for $1 and
more as i permanent Irish seat for
but as this ho)e ls $2 Dominion currency. It having risen
ire royal
never to be realized the old and his - r"m $13,777,699 in October. 1905 to
i
01
""
torie building, the home of Red Hugh
O'Nfil. of ta "rel hand." is in tuei
markets. Kylemore Castle was found- - CRANBERRIES USED
FOR FOOD COLORING.
ed in alout 1113 by Demmott O'Neil
uhe proenetor of the famous family! New York. Dec. 11. A company is
about eighty years ago when neces- being formed here to produce a food
sity compelled the lineal descendant coloring which will be made by a dei "Rod Hugh" to dispose of it. The coction from craml-errjuice. The
present Rictus eniertained lavishly largest dealers in cranberries in the
at Kylemore and is iwrhaps the most I nlled Slates are interested in the
beloved woman in that part of Ire - project ind crower i p
rH iKp
. ,lf the indu.itJ.y
land. She has an abiding love for the)
are y,
This
poverty atricken Irish peasantry and feature, which is expoctod to i.rove
pracgave
one
mono
occasion
on
than
pructicrl. Is tl.e direct outcome of the
t'ittl proof of her t mpathy. S the j, xclusien from use In food products of
CAntle
old
gies.
analine or other mineral dyes, under
provisions of the Nation ttl I'ure
th
JAMAICA'S PROSPERITY
Food law which will come lot,, nffeet
DAILY IMPROVING.
,m the first day ou the new year. The
.
1 1.
Washington.
Consular r - .M 'aw will speclnclally exclude in- lKrts shtrw that Jamaica's economic Juriou.t coloring matter, and because
condition is daily improving. Th( ex", of 'be necessity ,f color in some pre- Norts of fruit for the fiscal year end- - serves to make the product palatable
ed March 31st were valued st $4,731,- - jto ilie eye, so to sptak. manufaciur- r62 or over $2.flnu.(Ki't moie than 19iij. ers believe they have found such a
The rich,
The truit culLivation is capable of color in the cranberry.
enormous development and the plant - deep lint of color properties In this
in? of bananas has thU season as - f run make it highly proliable of stie- V?xKrimeuts have been cou- tumeil imaortant DioiKji tious. Aiioth. ' ce-,In
er fdtro .n l iie iMaud's prospeiity ductej
is
secret
but
it
U the reat gro tli of st.x k farms. sale to siaie that they have
lyewoud factories are daily being hUnly successful. There is no doubt
opened .ui native tea will next sea - ; Lui the i iojtct will create a greatly
son le
on a large cale.
irdi!Ction of the fruit.
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BALKS

ON CONFIRMATION

TODAY

Subsequently She Thought Better Wants Information Before It Wilt.
and Said Interview Did Not
Confirm Cortelyou and
Properly Represent Her.
Chicago, Dec.

11. A dispatch to the
from
Cincinnati, says:
"
My husband and I created Presi
dent Rooaevelt." said Mrs. Bellamy
storer last night, to a representative
of the Commercial Tribune. "Presi
dent Roosevelt owes much today to
Mr, storer and myself," she continued
It was through my Influence that
President Roosevelt was made assistant secretary, and It came about in
this way:
"Mr. Storer and I went to Canton to
pay President and Mrs. McKinley a
visit. I told President McKinley that
I waa not there to ask anything for
myaelf, ibut It would be a great personal favor if lie would make Roose
velt assistant secretary of the Navy.
He ' first opposed It by eaylng that
Roosevelt was too much of a fighter,
but eventually he 'granted my re'
'
quest."
Record-Heral-

GERMAN

DOCTOR

SHAH

SAYS KANSAS MAN SHOWS HE SON OF GENERAL RAUI.1

MUST DIE

FEELS FORCE OF

'

ARRESTED

AND

-

Mirrnr

Part Eliminated.

ALL THATHE NOW HOLDS

anti-cleric-

i"",

II. KLTELLER

VERnOOfl

HONESTY

Government Party Has Consented to drop Irish
Crimes Acts. .

Returns Money to Treasury He Had Falsely Placed Mort
Which He Was Not Legally
gage for $10,000 on
Responsible For.
Some Land.

HOUSE OF LORDS

DEATH CLAIMS TWO

ed from the practice that had been the
rnio in he smt treasurer's office for
many year before and after Grimes
assumed tne oluce. Tbe investigation
showed conclusively that Grimes was
not benefited In any way through thi8
practice in his administration. Therefore In making the payment to the
state now of the amount involved, he
has. In effect, cleared his administra
tion of the assumed responsibility at
a loss to himself.

HAS CONSENTED !U DROP
THE RISH CRIMES ACT
London, Dec. 11. In response to

guilt.

H. ALLEN ARRESTED
FOR EMBEZZLEMENT
Karsns City, Dec. 11. Harry 11
Allen was arrested today on Infor
HARRY

mation sworn out by three members
of the finance eommitte of the Ararat
temple, Ancient Order of the Nobles
of the Mystic
Shrine.
this city,
churglng embezzlement of $7,614 as
'
recorder. Allen ls a prominent busi
n ess man and well known
to the
Shrlners throughout the country.

the strong representations from the
followers of John Redmond, the gov
ernment has consented to drop the
Irish Crimes act from the expiring
laws. It Is believed, however, that the BISHOP McCABE IS
house of lords, w.ilch has the powr,
STRICKEN WITH APOPLEXY, j
will reinstate the act.
New York, Dec. 11. Bishop Mc-- j
TIMBER INUDUSTRY IN
Cabe, of Philadelphia, of the Metho- THE UNITED STATES. dlst Episcopal church, was Htrickeh
Washington, Dec. 11. Wood anu with apoplexy at Twenty-thirstreet
manufacturers of wood are forming and Thirteenth avenue today.
He
a constantly and rapidly increasing was taken to a hospital where it was
share or the exports of the. United said that his condition In serious.
States. The total value exported end
ing with Septemlier, 1906. exceeded
PROF. V. W. BORDEN SUFFERS
by 33 pr ce:it those of the corresSTROKE OF PARALYSIS.
ponding period of last year and ag
lymisville, Ky.. Dec. 11. Prof. YV.
gregated for the nine months no less V. Borden, a millionaire who I. wide-lthan $59,000,000. If to this Is added
known, is fatally ill as the result
the shipments of this character to
stroke of paralysis at his home
of
uncontlguous
territory
of tae Uni in aBorden,
the
lnd., aged 84. He made;
now
not
our
States,
ted
Included in
mines
foreign trade figures, the total value his fortune in Colorado gold
to
me
the
first
the
one
waa
of
and
leavof wood and Its manufacturers
ing our ports In nine months will cyanide process.
come to $61,000,000 or at the rate of
IM.IioO.ooo a year. A decade ago, in FRENCH INTRODUCE
NEW DIVORCE LAW.
tha .fiscal year of 1896, the total value
under this head did not come up to
Pails, Dee. 11. A quarter of a
$32,000,000.
century ago when the agitation in
favor of reestablishing divorce in
GREAT POULTRY
France was 4eing considered those
SHOW IN TENNE8SEE. who favored divorce were willing to
Knoxville, Dec. 11. There were no give wav on secondary points s long
less than four hundred exhibit at !as they could obtain the principle.
the annual show of the Tennessee The principle was estahlinhed in law
IVwItry
association
here today.
but many modifications have
There were exhibits from Virginia, since
Personal cruelty
introduced.
North and South Carolina, Kentucky, been
iK'fore witnesses Is no longer necesGeorgia, Alabama, Mfetttasippi
and sary, ho that the comedy of an arseveral from New York and Bston. ranged quarrel ls dls(osed of. A
There are some splendid sjiecimeas proiHisition
come letro the
will
Rocks, White
of Barred Plymouth
of deputies tomorrow, or the
Wyondottes, and Rhode Island Reds. chamber
day after, will prolably liecome law.
The judges are tuen of world wide It will oc proiosed that a judicial
exierience, amongst them being F. separaikm can be converted into a
J. Marshall, of George, and Harvey divorce after three years, at the re-Cleveland, of Ohio, both of whom quest of either party. As the law at.
ere judges of poultry at the St. present stands the on in whose favor
1ouls World's Fair. Besides valuable the separation order has been grantmoney prizes there are a large num- ed alone has I he right to have it
ber of sliver cups to be competed for converted into a divorce.
In the different classes.

SHRINERS ELECTED NEW
OFFICERS LAST NIGHT
Ballot Abyad temple of the Mystic
Shrine met In annual session lust
n'ght and elected officers as follows:
Illustrious potentate T. N. Wil
kerson.
Chief Rubhun W. D. McFerran.
Assistant Rabban Dr. J. F. Pearce,
High Priest and Prophet Ir. U H.
Chumberlain.
Oriental Guard E. C. Allen.
Treasurer A. ,1. Maloy.
Recorder.!. C. Ferger.
First CereinioiVlal Master C. O
Cushman.
Master Otto
Second Ceremonial
Hahn.
Director Frank AlcKee.
Marshal Maynurd Ounsul.
Guard Paul
the
of
Captain
Teutsch.
The outer guard was not appointed.
Col. Johu llorradalle, of this city,
and Kd ward Cahoou. of Rob well, were
selected as representatives to the Imperial council, which will meet next
May in I.os Angeles.

GREATEST HOG

ILLINOIS

STATE.
figures
11. From
expert
it is shown
compiled by an
that Illinois has 2,495,4o0 hogs, their
value being $ 1, 123.188 or $1.23 jwr
head. This beats tlw records for this
year. It will bo found from the forthcoming report of the agricultural department of Washington that the hog
a falling off this
industry will
year. I.asi year Chicago dealt with
no less than" .r).990,ooo . Kansas City
t
Kansas
with
coming
City is b low the average this year
as it is compiled tho figures will not
reach two million, hi 1H03 the total
for the l'iied St'Jles was 25,245.000;
in l!oi 27.0HO. iwhi, and in 19o5 29,6111,-ooA statint isilaa estimates mat
tlie number 'lii.s ' ar will bo aUuit
PRODUCING

Chicago,

lo-x-

BATTLING
AGAINST TE MOSQUITO.
Havana, Imc. 11. While the yellow
fever pbigue on the island shows very

ENORMOUS

CUBA

little sin of diminishin its condition
e?nnnt it rearded as serious. A sum
of $30,000 has been spent in the con
struction of three new wards in Los
Animas hospital. The regular mosquito destruction
campaign which
5, Is show-lucouimenot-on Noveni-leresults.
r

MERGER
IN THE SOUTH.

!).

'

lxc.

2y.'0.

11. All urrane-- I
New Orltans,
All airanee- New Orleans llec 11
Hon of the management of a large
this
'number J of l sugar plantations inn ........
klKIU uuu lllti auuou JCClllt lit il a
big merger will be maile m a lew 27.000.imoO.
days. The capital will amount to
Metal Market.
$28,000,000 and it Is proposed to erect
Copi
an enormous sugar refliwry In this,
New Vork, I'ec. 11
city.
lead, firm; limiianeeil.
--

SENT TO
THE SENATE TODAY.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 11. Among
the nominations sent to the senate today were:
:'.f'-..
Commissioner of corporations " Her...9.
"
'
bert Knox Smith. Coneotlcut.
Postmastere-i-- W.
D. Stone, Trini- - ,
dad, Colo.; W. A. Martin Mancos.
Colorado.
Want to Know Deflnltey.
.;. Before the senate
confirms the nom
InaUona of Cortelyou to be secretary
of the treasury and Garfield to be
secretary of the interior, the senate
committee on finance will insist upon
learning from President Roosevelt
whea Shaw and Hitchcock intend to
retire. The committee today declined
to make' a favoi able report on thes
nominations until word is received,'
from the president.
Chinese Exclusion. Act.
Preparations are being made In the
house for another attempt to get the
Foster bill, modifying the Chinese exclusion act, out of the house committee on foreign affairs. ' The California
delegation Is lined up against any
changes In the 'present law.- The purpose of revision is to change tbe act
so that it will admit all Chinese ex.
cept coolies.
Sen. Brown Continues to Improve.
The remarkable fortitude and vitality shown by former Senator Brown
of Utah, who was snot by Mrs. Anna
K. Bradley last Saturday, has
led
the physicians to believe that his
chances of recovery are good. His
condition continues to Improve.
NOMINATIONS

,

I
;

TRIES TO LAY BLAME ON
THE NEWSPAPER REPORTER.
Cincinnati! Doc - ll. Remarkable
statements fwere credited 'to Mrs.
Bellamy Storer
interview pubAmong them is
lished here today.
the statement that she and her husband had "created President Roosevelt."
'Mrs. Storer aid today that while
she had seen a newspaper woman
last night and said some things credited to her, the report as published
had an entirely different position to
everything said, and that undue prominence was given to certain incidents
'While
related during the interview.
unable to deny that such Interview
was given, ehe said that bo incorrect
and garbled a report had leen pub
lished that It did not give her views
or statements, and ehe did not want
It considered as coming from her.
Beyond this she refused to discuss
the matter.
In-a-

Topeku, Dec. 11. F. E. Grime,
Loudon. Dec. 11. No news has
Peoria. Dec. 11. iDanlel Raum, one
treasurer, today voluntarily
been received here today lending to paid to the state of Kansas
sum of the most prominent lawyers of thU
the
confirm yesterday's roKrt of the of $9,381, for which amount the inves- city and son of Green B. Raum. ex
death of the shah of Persia.
tigating committee some time ago commissioner of pensions of the Unit
held hU administration
responsible. ed States, is charged with executing
PHYSICIAN GIVt.3 UP HOPE
mortgages on Knox county
FOR SHAH OF PERSIA The alleged' shortage was never con- false
Raum
Constantinople, Dec. 11. An official sidered in the light of a defalcation land, in the mini of $10,000.
dispatch from Teheran,
Decem- In any sense of the word, and result- wns arrested today and admitted his
dated
ber 10, says that the German rih
cialist, who Is attending the ShaU has
pronounced the latter's condition
hopeless, adding that, ilie cannot sur
vive many weeks.

x

-

ALLEN OF KANSAS CITY
STEALS SHRINERS MONEY

PROMINENT VICTIMS

RESTORE IT TO BILL

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Woshlngto, D. C, Dec. 11. Senator
Teller has introduced a bill granting
separate statehood to Nwr Mexico. It
provides for one representative, on
united States judicial district, also
for a constitutional conventlno
of
sixty-sidelegates to meet at Santa
Fe and form a constitution, and Appropriates $75,000 for expensea of
convention and election. Ia other
particulars it follows along the lines
of the joint statehood bill with elimination of references to Arizona.

.

.

MAY

d

Garfield.

o.

.
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TWO VIRGINIANS TO HANG
ON JANUARY 4TH.
Roanoke. Va., Dec. 11. Judge John
W. Woods lies fixed the date of the
execution of John Hardy, who waa

convicted of the murder of Policeman
beard, for January 4th. This announcement was made today. The
same dale is set for the execution
of John, Richards convicted of the
murder of Maurice Frances, of Roanoke. Hardy, states that he is ready
to die and angels have visited him
in his CAil. He says lie has been forgiven by God Almighty and that the
shot fired by him was In self defense.

TESTS FOR DENTISTS
IN PENNSYLVANIA.
Harrlsburg. Dec. 11. In the board
of trade hall here today the state
board of dental examiners commenced their examinations of candidates
for diplomas to act ss dentists fn the
state of Pennsylvania. There arc a
very largo number of candidates. A
peculiar fact In connection with the
examinations Is that all candidates
must lodge a photograph of themselves properly attested by a dean of
a college or prominent citizen. This
Innovation has 'oeea adopted to 'prevent fraud, for it has been fouad
that on previous occasions the board
became aware that persons presented
themselves for examinations and: that
afterwards diplomas were issued to
entirely different people.

NO NEWS OF TROBLE

RECEIVED AT DUBLIN
11. News of the se
questration of church and state in
France was received here today with
alarm. With the exception of Italy
Ireland U the most Catholic country
In the world.
in an
Cardinal
address to Irish Roman Catholics
warn them to take no notice of the
French schism. He appeals to their
better sense of judgment and cautions
them that a country without religion
cannot exist. Anarchy will irtvail,
he states, and the finer nature of the
people will go iuto oblivion. He calls
attention to England, which die calls
the greatest nation and points out tbe
fact that the established church has
made that nation what it is.

Iec.

Dublin.

WESTERN DAIRYING
LAWS DEFECTIVE.
At the
Washing-

Sokane, Wash., Dc. 11.
third annual session of the

ton Live Stock association: held here
today complaint were made as to
the non enforcement of the dairy laws
in the state, und, on the motion of
Mr. Benson tho president of the aswere passed
sociation, resolutions
calling on the legislature to amend
certain portions of the existing herd
laws. Resolutions were also adopted
asking the legislature to appropriate
more money to help the carrying of
ilie dairying laws into effect.

LABOR TROUBLE AT THE

GENERAL ELECTRIC WORKS
Schenectady, N. V.. Dec. 11. The
2.1500 members of the Industrial Workers of the World, employed at the
General
works, who went out
yesterday afternoon on account of
the company's refusal to reinstate
three discharged nun, went back to
worok this morning, but at 9 o'clock
walked out In a body. The company
employs 15,000 hands, most of whom
are affiliated with the American Federation, which Is not concerned In
the present troubles. There hail been
bad feeling between tbe I. W. W. and
A. F. V.. for some time, and It is understood that tlio federation has voo the compauy to till the
lunteered
places of the striking I. W. W. on
short not Ice.
EU-ctrl- c

DATE

OF EXECUTION

ALTERED SOMEWHAT.
Hutte, Mont., Dec. 11. Henry Pan- na, who was convicted of the murder
of Mrs. Humid Bryant on the 2tth
of December and was sentenced to
death has taken an appeal from the
decision of the court, he death war-- i
rant which was signed by Judge I
and delivered to the sheriff
no date for execution. Counsel
for
declare tne death warrant
contains flaws and the filing of the
'
nppcnl will constitute a stay of judgment.

t

i

ion-Ia-

n

sutx-i-ile-

U. S. TROOPS VICTORIOUS
Ottowa. Dec. It. The French
IN ISLAND OF LEYTE.
Catholics In this country a.e m- Manila, Dec. U. The full reports
from the Island of I.eyte show that louibhed witJ the news leeched a that church a n .1 siete ara irthe fight of December 5 was an im- today
in
France.
portant victory. Four Pulajane lead- recov riibly separated
Eastern Canada lein populated by
ers were killed, leaving only one

r'

The bandits the I'escciidanu of Fi'euch Romaa
Catholics makes tbe position more
From Moutre.l cornea the.
acute.
news that mass meetings will he held
St. Louis Wool Market
and
St. 1ouis, Dec. 11
Wxd steady; to protest agalns' '!".c action ot ll:c
unchanged.
Frer.. h goi e: u'i e it.
lost

r

-

chief at large.
killed.

forty-thre-

'ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO.
WJght early In March next In the
course of a Mediterranean cruise. It
Is also reported In official circles that
Count Metternich. German ambassador to the court of St. James, will be
succeeded early in 1907 by the Hereditary Prince of Hohenlohe-Ivuingeberg, who was an attache at Charleston House Terrace In 1892. The
prince's wife Is Princess Alexandra
,
who Is a nloce of
of
King Edward.
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Washington. Iec. 11. The bureau
Insular affairs of the war department today received sealed bids 'or
$2,000,000 ten to thirty year four per
cent water supply and sewerage
bonds of the city of Manila. By act
of congress the bonds are exempt
from taxation, and to prevent speculation certified check of two por cent
of the actual amount of each bid had
to be deposited.

"of

Clrtlwb

lt

lirjpwl IUrtfc.fi

OFFERS
BONDS FOR MANILA.

AftarmM DlipatclM.

ClmltHM

REALIGNMENT OF

OIL INDICTMENTS AT CHICAGO.
Chicago, Dec. 11. In accordance
with arrangements made by counsel
STANDARD

PARTES

W

THETAIK

for the goveriiwen-.- , and for the
Sandard Oil company on November
20, the argume:i;s on :he dei.urrer t
the Indictments
voted against the
Standard Oil company of Indiana,
have been resumed and are expected
to last until the 14th.
There are
Im'Ictifteiit and if lr t'fffndan:
company Is made amenable, fines to
the extent of Si 20.000,000 ra be im
8

President's Message Does Not
Suit In Fuil Either ol
the Parties.
Special Correspondence.
.Washington, Dec. 11. Now they
an talking of a breach In the repub
lican party. By "they" is meant sen'
aura and representatives in con- sreas. They are not talking It very
ioudly, nor are they talking It for
imhlication; ; tut there ig a good deal
of serious concern in the exchange of
mngreodlonal confidences.
' The president's message Is responsible for the talk. It Is not Indulg
d in by everyone, understand; but
republicans and democrats alike are
.among the participants.
The
is looked upon as the first complete and comprehensive setting forth
of what Is come to lie known as the
"Roosevelt platform." It meets with
tne approval of a good many republicans, outspoken and enthusiastic
rpprovai. It also meets with the
of a good many democrats.
There are other republicans, conspicuous and influential in the party's council, whb can ' no more approve it than they could approve
free trade or the free coinage of
silver. There are also a good many
democrats who look upon the president's proposed measures as far too
radical.
That gives you the situation. The
republicanism
of Theodore Roosevelt, say those senators and representatives who do not accept his
preachments. Is no more the republicanism of McKJnley and Hanna than
the democracy of William Randolph
Hearst is the democracy of G rover
Cleveland. The difference between
Hearst democracy and Cleveland
democracy split the democratic party
wide open all men admit that, no
what their creed. That Is
. matter
why democrats are amazed and con
founded at the spectacle of Theorode
Roosevelt and Joseph O. Cannon pull
ing together for the maintenance of
party
organization;
Cannon of
course, being the king-bin the
school of republican stand-patisThey should be as far apart, demo
crals argue, as Hearst and Clevland
--

mes-Jtag-

e

ll

e

are apart.
The pertinent question

no

-

Is, how long

such a situation continue? Some
believe the end is even now in sight;
that while the present short session
f congress may be tided over with
out a breach, it Is almost sure to
corns when the sixtieth congress con
veaes.
Others and they are the
optimistic ones think there will be
no serious trouble before 1908, and
they are counting on the nutlonul
convention of that year to put forth
a platform and nominate a candidate
acceptable to all kinds of republicans.
U&Vmlstlc democrats, by the way,
re counting on their own party do
tag the same thing.
That either party will be able to
do this Is doubted by a good many
ten, who for years have been close
students of political himory and
whose judgment generally Is looked
upon as good. It would create a sen
ation to publlsh the names of some
oT the men of the republican party
who have abandoned hope of con
Among
tiaaed party supremacy.
"1 hem are men who are recognized
as
candidates for the presidentall nominations;' others are senators, and it is
Mid some are members of the presi
dent s cabinet.
Mo doubt this dolorous talk has
familiar sound. A realignment of the
parties has been discussed as a xsjuhility for several yeurs, but belief
that it Is Inevitable never was so
pronounced as it is today. Many en
a tors and representatives came to
WahhiKtun for the opening of
filled with apprehension,
but
still hopeful that the president would
omit from his message some of the
radical beliefs he waB known to en
lrta!n. This hope was dissipate
when the message itself appeared
Ifcmocratic praise of the message has
not helped the republican situation
The fact that Mr. Roosevelt makes
no mention of the tariff, other than to
advocate free trade with the I'hllip.
pines, has not greatly helped. The
belief is general that he liaH held the
tariff iback, and that when he does
speak on that subject his utterance
will ln as objectionable to the stand
patters as any ther of the things lie
advocates.

posed.

PLAGUE

I

Stop That

WANTED.

Cough
in its inception

2

Our

ble scourge of black pneumonia which
broke out here over a month ago
shows no sign of abating notwith
standing the increasing coldness of
the season. Medical men have been
requisitioned from all towns In the
state and great blame is being attached to the authorities at Ooldfield who
tried to prevent tho outside world
from learning of the situation. In
several mining camps In this district
the disease has made its appearance.
HISTORIC STRUCTURE CON- DEMNED AT PORTSMOUTH
Portsmouth, Dec. 11 The old wood
en dry dock here which has held some
of the most famous fighting ships of
three American wars has been con
demned by the naval authorities and
all work in it suspended. Its active
service dates from 1850, and in its
time has held the Constitution, the
Kearsarge, and the Raleigh. It origi
nally cost over half a million dol
lars, but as one hundred thousand dol
lars have been spent In unsuccessful
attempts to make It serviceable, there
wall official opposition to further ex
penditure on It and it will now go
the way of all things.
DINNER FOR 'WORLD

FAMOUS SPORTSMEN.
New York, Dec. 11. In Healy'a
restaurant last night members of
the publicity law organization enter
tained the Hon. Perry Belmont, the
famous sportsman at a banquet. Tho
tribute to Mr. Belmont Is In appreciation of his services In securing the
passage of the bill providing for the
publications of contributions to and
expenses of campaign committees
which law had Its first trial at the re
cent election. Judge John F. Dillon
presided and there were a large num
ber of prominent lawyers,
and sportsmen present.
$1,000 CUP OFFERED
FOR MOTOR BOAT RACE.
Ixindon, Dec. 11 The thousand do;.
lar cup offered by James Gordon Bennett, as a prize for a motor boat race
from New York to Bermuda early-nex- t
year. Is on view In a silversmiths
shop in the Strand. There Is much

comment here anent the forthcoming
contest, for it Is agreed that the race,
being over an ocean course, where
there will be exposure to the full
force of the wind and waves of, the
Atlantic, the lioats must be so. strongly built that all elements of fretik
boats will be eliminated.

EUROPEANS AGITATED
IN THE TRANSVAAL.
Capetown, Dec. 11 The Europeans
n the Transvaal are in a state of
great excitement over the fate of their
new ordinance for the registration of
Asiatics, from which royal conseut
has been withheld until a delegation
of Asiatics have an opportunity to
present their side of the case in Lon
don. The Europeans maintain that if
the Transvaal be opened for free
Asiatic immigration, the skilled trade
and retail commerce will Inevitably
be taken from the whites, and in fifty
years, the population will resemble
that of India or Mauritius. Europeans
will cease to be anything but a small
ruling class. The policy of the. pres
ent administration is to exclude fur
ther immigration pending the establishment of responsible government,

CERMAN

FVPEROR TO
VISIT
Dec. 10

KING EDWARD
It
is leporte
liodoil.
here that the fliriiian ctupcr r wi
i
Isle
W.sil King Kdwurd in the

Mroad way .
WANTKI- - To do your elect rioal
of everv kind. Work nar- anteed. Reliance Electric Co., 208V4
West fOH avenue.
WANTED Help fumisTiea and em

size, full strength, 25c

ALL

WORK

work.

$8

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

B. r COPP
I
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDINU

and at the same time to extend great
er privilege to Asiatics alreay en
titled to dwell In the colony. The
ordinance presented today provides
for the complete registration of nil
Asiatics in a way to control fresh im
migration. The new registration, will
give a firm title to Asiatics already
domiciled and will protect them from
harassing Interference in the future..
They will be relieved of the obnoxious
registration fee and will receive
title to their land and mosques, the
refusal of which hitherto has been a
standing greviance. The Transvaal
is determined, however, to prevent
any wholesale Influx of natal cool
ies.

State of Ohio, City or Toledo,
Lucas County. ss.
Frank J. Chimney nmkes II onth that ho
Is senior Darlner of the
rm of b J.
Cheney & Co., doing biiKliienii in the
County
Cltv of Toledo.
and Htato afore
said, and that said firm will pny the sum
of ONE HUNDRED DOLhAKH for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot
be cured by the ue of Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
Pit AN K J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and mibftcribed In
my presence, this till Bay of December,
A. U.

1K8S.

A. W. OLEABON.
Notary Public.
8eal.)
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally
ana acts directly on tne blood mm mu
cous surfaces of the system. Bend for
testimonials free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO.. Props .
Toledo. Ohio.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipa
tion.
O

HOLDING

LABOR CON
IN ARKANSAS
VENTION
smith, Dec. 11. There Is a

very large attendance at the fourth
annual convention of the Arkansa
here. It
State Federation of
was announced that this state has
done great work In Increasing the use
of union label goods, as well as the
demand for union workmen. It had
secured the passage of several law
In the interest .of labor, and had per
fected an agreement
between the
Farmers State Union and the State
Federation of Labor to assist one an
other when possible
King of All Cough Medicines.
Md. E. O. Case, a mail carrier of
Canton Center, Conn., who has been
In the IJ. S. service for about sixteen

years, says: ''We have tried many
cough medicines for croup, but Cham
berlain s Cough Remedy is king of n
and oae to be relied upon every time
We also find it the best remedy f
coughs and colds, giving certain re
suits and leaving no bad after i
fects." For sale by all druggists.
-

-

.

INTEREST

Geo. O.

.Iarrs,

AGENTS WANTED.
WANTED
Agents, canvassers,

mix

PROFESSIONAL

)

r.

Heater

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
Very linlitand easily carried from room to r.x.m. Absolutely
afe: Wi.U
cannot le turned too liih or too low. Gives intense lu-a- t vwtliuut snml.e
or smell. Oil tount and Vkick carrier hrass thruut;liout.
Fount beaut dully cmlosseJ.
All parts easily ilraneJ.
Operate J as easily as a lamp. To tmUh.'S nickel and
japan, i t cry heater warranted. Superior to otl.t r oil
beaters. If not at your dealer's .write lu uur nearest
agency for descriptive circular.
The

home briKbt anJ
LitXiWl mes
cheerful. Lives a clear.
CL.yJ sttaJy
l.eht at small cost.
No

lamp male for
You will appreciate a

belter

household use. Sale and simple.
l'ao Lamp. tBrass throughout and
nickel-pl.itrj.
tijuiped with lat.-siniproveJ burner.
I very lamp warranted. Write to our nearest ttf.eny ii
you cannot get It from your dealer.

CONTINENTAL Oil. COMPANY.

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

.fXvi-jl-

-

,

r-

and

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DmiCTORS
Solomon Luna, Presioent; W. S. 8trlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, . est Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh. J. C. Baldridge, Solomon .".una. A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. ZZ. Crojwell.

LAWYERS.
Ira M. Bona.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32
N. W., Washington, D. O.
lands, patents, copyrights,
letter patents, trade marks,
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
que, N. L Office, First
Bank building.

DEPOSITORY

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA

FE RY.

F street

Pensions,
caveats,
claims.

I

a

ers, peddlers, street men, solicitors,
mail order people, etc., should buy
Albuquer
Kramer's Rook of Trade .Secrets.
National
Regular price $5 but balance of last
edition is being sold for $1:25 as
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
E. W. Dobso.i.
long as they last. Every person
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
who Is out of employment can make well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
OFFICER AND DIRECTORS
more out of this book than a person
DENTISTS.
lu ordinary business can on a capiS. RAYNOLDS
JOSHUA
President!
tal of $10,000. Order quick. Sioux
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
M. W. FLOURNOY
Vice President
Pub. Co.. Sutherland, Iowa.
Dental Surgeon.
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
Rooms 2 and 3, Barnette Building,
FOR RE.T.
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
over O'Rielly's Drug Store. Automatic
H. F. RAYNOLDS
FOR RENT Ranch. Inquire of Mrs 'phone 238. Appointments
Director!
made by
James Dalton, Old Albuquerque.
mail.
U. S. DEPOSITORY
FOR RENT New
house,
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
modern. 018 North Sixth street.
Capital
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Authorized
$500,004.80
Office
FOR
KENT l'rivat,!
rooms and hours, 9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
$250,000.00
hoard. 420 North Eleventh street p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. ApDepository for Atchison, Topeka k Santa Fe Railway Company
(UK REN I .Mcelv iiiiuifined rooms pointments made by mail.
with board. 422 North Sixth street,
DR. D. E. WILSON
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room;
Dentist.
Rooms 10. 12. 13. Occidental Life
gentlemna only. 723 West Copper
'
Bldg., Cor.
Railroad avenue and
avenue.
N. M. OfI'OIt RENT Furnished collage flats; Broadway, 8 Albuquerque,
very reasonable. Apply at 1X0 Coal fice hours. to 12 A. M.: 1 to 9 P. M.
Colo. Phone, 129.
avenue, east end of viaduct.
cottage, fur
FOR RENT Four-rooPHYSICIANS.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
nished, at Lockhart ranch. Ten
Drt. R. L. HUST.
minutes' walk from street car llu-?- .
&
Office,
8, N. T. Armijo Bldg.
FOR RENT OR SALE House at 202
CAPITAL
$100,000.00
Tuberculosis treated with
North Edith street. Inquire at Old
and
Electrical
Current
SURPLUS
AND
.
PROFITS,
.
.
iown postomce.
22,000.00
Germicide. Treatments
given each
FOR KENT Three nicely fumished day from 8 a. m. to
p. m.. Trained
rooms with bath for light house nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
Interest Paid on 'lime Deposits
keeping.. Inquire at this office.
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts o the Wc:.'. li
UNDERTAKER.
FOItTlENT Pleasant, airy, well furColo., Red 115.
nished rooms, with modern improve- Auto, 'phone 316.
A. BORDERS.
ments. Apply at store, 522 East
Building.
Black
Marquette avenue, corner of north Commercial Club
We Want Your
Business,
and White Hearse, $5.
Broadway.
FOR RENT Several pleasant, nerrly
ARCHITECTS.
furnished rooms, with bath and
F. W. Spencer. Room
Barnett
"
electric light. 519 North Second
'
DIRECTORS
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
street.
O. N. jlarron.
Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
D. II. earns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.
FOR RENT Bright, sunny rooms for 'hones.
light housekeping; rent reasonable.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
inquire rear 024 West Railroad av
J. R. Farwell.
nue.
VJfNBMI'
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
Tt RENT Cheap. Sew J earn a
house, four large rooms, furnished
NOTARY PUBLIC.
or uufurniahed. By owner. D. H.
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
nenipsle. 1112 South High street.
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh Gold avenue.
. street
and Tijoraa avenue. Inquire
WANT'
YOU
at Lommorl & Mattencci, G24 West DO
T ilerns avenue.
FUR KENT Nicely furnished rooms,
TO MAKE MONEY?
$123 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 5uc
per night.
Also rooms for light
housekeeping.
Minneapolis
Tne
If you Cla write the Occidental Life
House, 524 South Second street,
Co. for full particulars of
Insurance
Albuquerque, N. M.
their inducements to energetic men
mid women to sell Its new guaranteed
AND
Some of our salesFOR SALE Fine piano, nearly new dividend policy.
men are making $200 a week. Why
315 S. Third street.
FOR" SATJE Elegant KnaLo piano, can't you do it? Perhaps you can if
you will try. We want a hustling rep
call uiz South Bro.tdway.
resentative in every town In New
1'Ult SALE A good span of horses, Mexico
and Arizona. No get rich
surrey and harness. No. 523 East quick schemes
or gift eaterprlses but
Railroad avenue.
rt straight out and out guaranteed
TOR SAKE A fine combination horse contract from start to flnlnh. Easy to
Stje F. V talk, easy to sell and honest in every
sood for all
Trot tor.
ESTABLISHED 1878.
"OLD RELIABLE."
particular.
i
Occidental Life Insurance Co. of
FOR S ALEOmT Majolit
ono heating stove.
Cull at once. New Mexico aud Arizona, home office ?
Albuquerque. N. M.
Sotiih HIkIi street.
FOR SALE Thive acres. lin!loout
Mrs. Bambini, ai ccr parlors. No
on north Fourth sircct.
Address 209 West Railroad
avenue. Is pre
Mile End Huce, Albitqurriiue.
pared to give thorough scalp treatFOTT S ALE
Fii i n it uV67"a"a special ment, do hair dressing, tre..i,
corns, 1
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
discount from uow until the nd of bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
the year. Star Furniture Co., 214 gives mastage treatment and manlcur- - 2 Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Stsple Groceries
West Gold avenue.
ng. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
5
in the Southwest.
FOR SALE Fourteuu-rooi- n
house, of complexion cream builds up the
furnished or unfurnished, electric skin and improves the complexion,
citv water. 315 S. Third St. and is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
FARM AND
bho also orepares a hair tonic that
Mrs M. A. Sclmch.
cures
prevents
and
dandruS
hair
and
r'DIt SALE
A
UK
Oil Tit
Fifte:
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
falling out; restores life to dead hair; A RAILROAD AVENUE.
hotiae No. 724 South Stcond
molts, warts and superfluous
street for property in California. removes
Wriie Johu Krick. 41 East Second hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
I'.ench, California.
street.
All of the-preparations tre purety
FOR SALE Majority of stock in es- vegetable compounds. Have
Just ad
tablished and paying rotail busi- ded a vibrator machine for treatment
DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
ness. Incorporated. Owner wishes of scalp, faco nnd cure
wrinkles.
of
to leave city. Address No. 112ti, It Is also used
for rheumatism, pains
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAINT Covers more, looi.s best, wears the
lnl!y Citizen.
and massage
longest, most economical; full measure.
FOR SALE General
merchandise
BLMLDlNu PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
A Miraculous Cure.
business on the El Paso and SouthGlass, Sash, Doers, Etc.
The following sta.tem.ent i,y U. M.
western In eastern
New
Mexico.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
Stock J15.000 to $20,000. Flue
Adams ami wilV, Henrietta, Pa., will
for right party. Can ex- interest patents ami others. "A mirplain ,ood reason for sclllnij.
Ixv aculous cure has taken place in our
calky healthiest in New Mexico. Ad home. Our child had eeeina 5 ytars
dress Inquiries to this paper.
and was proton ncel incurable, when
IT O R SALE Hani!:.
R. Kelley we read auout Eleotric Bit lets, and
and Mitis having sold all their stock concluded to try it. Before the secGeneral Building Supplies
are now offering their flue stock ond bottle was all taU n we noticed a
ranch for sale. It la ihe best tra eih;,ti;e for the lienor, and after takS
ompletely
he was
proved ranch in the country. Has ing 7 UU!e
It's up to date blood meditwo pood wells, one of them has cured."
windmill and surface tank. It Is an cine and Udy building tonic. Guar
Third and Marquette
Both Phones
imi at till druggist.
bleal .sheep range. Pot;t office, Datil, anteed. ,,0c and
Soinno county, N. M. Ranch twenAsk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAf
ty miles west of Datil.
BREAD and take to other.
THE
,,.
(!
Basset ,,f the city lire
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Owner may
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FOH 1SALE BY .. ,NN & ION.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

five-room-

STATE NATIONAL BANK

y

Banking

46-4-

-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

two-sior-

Wholesale Ggocegs

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

.

f

K0K00
L. B, PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER

FREIGHT WAGONS

,ooooooeooeoeoeooooo
J. C. BALDRIDGE

Justtlilnk t.f ei:r whuK hi,i; e from re
basement u- p- King ineie cun:t.rtabiy
tliis inter t'i:in ri-- If 1.
1'iotuie to our-fce- lt
that ColJ room or Iv.llway bring just us
warm anJ cozy
(he rtst et tlii l.ousj. It
will all come true if ncju have a

PERFECTION

ON

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

CARDS

iraiisind

.

if

ALLOWED

With Ample Means and UnsurpastatJ Facilities.

POR TERFIELD CO.

teams for coal haul from Hugan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes. All good teams
making application will be given

RELIABLE DENTIST

Full Set of Teeth..
$0
Gold Crowns
$1.50 up
Gold Filling
50c
Painless Extracting,

Capital and surplus, $ico,ooo

House

om

NEW MEXICO

$1,200.00

46-4-

SEEK

ALBUQUERQUE

u

5-Ro-

Alvarado
Pharmacy
A

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Gorges,
Wagons and other Chattels: alio on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSES RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time: On month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before

I THE

DAY

i

s

MONEY to LOAN
On

Gold avenue.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-han- d
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTKI) A young man with refer On Lowlands, close la, sewer connec
ence at the Brunswick pool room,
tions, city water.
must he a sober. Industries man.
M.
Good wages for the right man.
'
Gussuroff, proprietor.
This is a bargain for someone.
Lady to advertise our
WANTED
goods locally. Several weeks home
Salary $12 per week, $1 a
work.
day for expenses. Saunders Co., De8
partment W,
Jackson Boulevard, (' h lea so,Ill:
110 West Gold Ave.
Fe
Teams The Santa
WANTED
Gold & Copper Mining Co. wants

Four ounce

will do it.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
ployment of all kinda secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Colburn's Employment agency. 109
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
315 West Railroad Ave.
to"
WANTKI)
Your motors
lust all!
PRIVATE OFFICES.
large or small. Work guaranteed.
Open Evenings.
Reliance Electric Co., 2o8'4 West

Syrup White Pine
and Tar

.

York,

''e

....

2
2

GOLDFIELD,

Oil

There are twen
o'clock yesterday.
entries fjroin twelve" conn
trie. The favorite for the late
Khiyd McKtrland, who has W'alti
Hutt. champion of Cciniunv as hi
it'itt is one of t'le ..irld
most famous cycling prize wuiner.i
Tne other record smashers are Pan
tJuInard, U. Wail hour. K. K Py
lnuis Melling and Charles Sliel. Oihk
uanl holds the world's chanipb shi)

"

NEVADA, MINING TOWNS.
Ooldfield, Nev., Dec. 11. The terri

INTERNATIONAL SIX
CYCLE RACE
1.
Dee.
America's
great annual bportiiiK event, tho In
ernaliona Six Day H'rcle race, as
minute after wclve
Marled at

first-clas-

2

con-Kres- s

New

2

teed. First shop on East Railroad
avenue.
J
WANTED People to go to P. R.
shoe repairDaniel for
ing. Corner Railroad avenue and

11, 1906,

n

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

Your nhoe repairing. Rest
oak tanned leather. Work guaran-

WANTE1

Cor. Gold Ave. and 1st
IN
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

n

mn aa mini tlam autai
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RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
SCREEN DOOR

1

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

.
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'
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re-io-
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i
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flOBLE ACT IF WE HOW

We Have No Competition

ANNEXED CUBA, WRITES GENERAL MILES
(BY NELSON A. MILES.)

Lieutenant general, U. 8. A., retired.
The future of Cuba Is one of the
tnoBt important subjects that can concern the nation or the people of our
great republic. It ia not tha Immediate condition or future of that Island
that most concerns our people. It la

limit to our desires, or extent of cur
political complications.
We have had New Mexico as a territory for 50 years, notwithstanding
the fact that the people of that territory believed that they were
to greater privileges under the
treaty betwen Mexico and our own
country. We have millions of people
living under our control In the Philippine Islands and Porto Rico.
we wish to add without limit
I
to our territory and population by
this policy of absorbing vast territories with their people within the
limits of our republic?
We could point to a single political condition that might occur within a few decades. We have seen in
our time, territories formed into
states for the purpose of strengthening political paiile3. In some instances with a population less than
that contained in a single ward of
many of our large cities.
Supposing that the contest for supremacy continues between the two
great political parties, or future political parties, one party having control, as at present, of both branches
of the legislative and executive departments of government, should it
desire to perpetuate its power hy
adding new states it could easily
form doaens of states out of the ter- hitories under the control of the gov
ernment, and thus perpetuate Itself
In power for an indefinite period of
time.
We have so many interests at
home requiring our attention and
earnest consideration, that should re
ceive Judicious legislation and wise
statesmanship, that It would De wen
for us to diligently attend to our own
affairs rather thah to seek foreign
complications that forbode evil re
suits.

what our action shall be as affecting
our
our principles of government,
character of a nation, or our inter
ity as a people. This Is of vital importance and cannot be too seriously
considered.
Today we see publicly announced
in the public
In flamine headlines
press, dated Washington, the following words: "Fight to annex Cuba Is
begun." "Business and political interest determine Uncle Sam to take"
Island." Agitate revolt to aid
President takes the position
more
that the nation should have one
chaiice," etc.
We ere thus informed that certain
are
business and political interests
national
our
dictate
to
determined
and international policy. Only a very
small percentage of the people of this
country are concerned In nuslnesa
on the Island of Cuba, or are
Interested or affected by any of its
political matters or measures.
If Biich a measure as annexation is
the Intrigue
to succeed, prompted byresorting
to
of a few individuals,
any methods to carry out their selfish
purposes, what limit would there lie
to such a national course prompted
and to
by avarice and adventure,
what extent would the nation be involved ia complications and wars,
with most serious consequences?
Have we not business Interests of
a hundred it not a thousand per cent
more Importance in Canada than in
THE PLATT AMENDMENTS.
the island of Cuba? We have enorgovernment of Cuba
1. That the
mous capita! Invested in the various railways, mines and other indus- never enter Into any treaty or other
We also compact with any foreign power, or
tries and values in Mexico. country
of powers, which will impair, or tend to
have interests in every
of cuua,
Central and South America. On this Impair, the independence
same principle we might consider the nor in anv manner authorize or per
vast moneyed Interests of the whole mlt any foreign power oror powersmili-to
for
of Europe within the borders of our obtain, 1y colonization,
tary or naval purposes, or otherwise,
own territory.
This theory of expansion In order lodging In or Control over any porto promote business adventure or en- tion of said island.
2. That said government shall not
terprise is a new and most dangerous policy for any nation to adopt. assume or contract any public debt to
and
As far as close proximity to Cuba is pay the interest upon which
sinking
reasonable
make
concerned we are nearer to it than to
for
the ultimate
to Mexico or Canada, with whom we fund provision
have lived in neighborly concord and discharge of which the ordinary revefriendly relationship for many years. nues of the Island, after defraying the
Our active participation In the af- current expense of government, shall
fairs of Cuba was prompted by the be inadequate.
3. That the government of Cuba
noblest and highest motives of humanity and sympathy for a long suf- consents that the United States may
fering people who had ben cruelly exercise the right to intervene for
onnresaed under a despotic power and the preservation of Cuban independmade a most heroic effort for their- ence the maintenance of a governindeoendence. their little army con- ment adequate for the protection of
' pndine aeainst the combined efforts rife, property, and individual liberty,
of the Spanish navy and 200,000 of and for discharging the obligations
her best troops. The great heart of with respect to Cuba imposed by the
. the
American people expressed its treaty of Paris on the United States
sympathy by sending to their relief now to be assumed and undertaken
a sufficient military and naval iorce by the government of Cuba.
4. That all acts of the United
to aid them In acquiring their long
honed for liberty and independence, States in Cuba during Its military ocA happier people during the la3t cupancy thereof are ratified and valieight years has not lived on the face dated, and all lawful rights acquirof the globe. It was a noble act, ed thereunder shall be maintained
that of our people extending them a and protected.
5. That the government of Cuba
helping hand; it was a far more exalted act of magnanimity when we will execute, and as far as necessary
devised,
aided them to establish their dem- extend, the plans already
and withdrew or other plans to be mutally agreed
ocratic government
upon, for the sanitation of the cities
our provisional control.
It is true we retain certain strat of the island, to the end that a recur
and infectious
egic positions for coaling stations and rence of epidemic
tc. be vl use in cases of emergency I diseases may be prevented, thereby
in the interests and for the benefit assuming protection to the people and
of both republics. We remember the commerce of Cuba, as well as to the
which they commerce of the southern ports of
under
circumstances
amendments. the United States and the people
adopted the Piatt
Therefore it might be well to read therein.
6. That the Isle of Pines shall be
those amendments, a copy of which
accompanies this article.
omitted from the proposed constituAs our present occupation is doubt- tional boundaries of Cuba, and the
less under some provision of the title thereto left to future adjustment
amendments to the Cuban counstitu-tion- , by treaty.
enable the United
7. That to
and treaty based thereon, more
do we desire? Ikr we desire the ques- States to maintain the independence
tion, might be asked, what to take ad- of Cuba, and to protect the people
vantage of the circumstances for our thereof, as well as for its own de
own benefit, or for some selfish pur- fense, the government of Cuba shall
pose? ft would peem that we already sell or lease to the United States
have all the authority that is need- lands necessary to be agreed upon
ed for any military or naval purposes with the Dresldent of the United
of o't own-- .
States.
The political phase presents quite
8. That by way of further assuradopt
we
problem.
a different
to
Are
ance, the government of Cuba will
a policy of conquest and acquisition embody the foregoing provisions In a
of territory by absorption of other Dermancnt treaty with the United
countries?
If so, there may le no States.
move-incut.-

Pure Beer

You do not need
to be a chemist to
know pure, clean
beer.

...
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Get

Pabst
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In the Diamond Line

How To Tell

DlueRibbori
ih:ic is-

-

:i.f:i! k:x.

than the regular Jewelers can buy It at wholesale. Not a yellow diamond in the house. jWe handle only perfect white diamonds and war
ranted as represented or your money refunded.

beer that never,
process of brewing,

s

-

comes iu contact
with anything but

i

pure, filtered air and
perfectly sterilized

3

pipes, tubes and

Th

sealed storage tanks.
It is the richest beer,
in food value, and
always the best to
drink, perfcet in age,
purity and strength.
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HILLSBORO

PRESENTS

THE KILLED AT

that made the oldest Inhabitant sit tip
and take notice, says the Advocate,
A sudden change of the channel sent
the water to the south 1ank of the
creek, damaging every business lot
from the express office to the Corner
saloon.
The corral of the Stage &
Express company was partly washed
away.
Keller. Miller & co.'s large
bay house, carriage house and stable
T. C. Long lost
were swept away.
his wagon shed and stable. A frame
house standing lelow the Long prop
erty was also swept away. 1 he esti
mated damage Is $1,000.

BV

RULES

SANTA FE

New Cure for Eplleosy.

Mrs. McLaughlin Too Poor to Hare Prescribed and Every
thing Will Go Along
Have Remains of Husband
Merrily.
Shipped Home For Burial.
batttered

J. B. Waterman of Watertown,
rural free delivery, writes: "My
O.,

daughter, afflicted for year with epi
lepsy, wag cured by Dr. King's New
Life Pills. She has not had an at
tack, for over two years." Best body
cleansers and life giving tonic pills on
earth. 25c at all druggists.

Winchester rifle
The .following notice has been isstanding In one corner of her room sued by the local pwstofflce officials In
at the Claire hotel, Santa Fe, Is the order that the public may know ex
"Remarkable play. The audience
ghastly relic of the killing of her hus actly how to class their Christmas last night enjoyed the first performance immensely."
band, which Mrs. William McLaughBy heeding the instructions the
"Humpte' Remarkable audience."
lin, is taking with her to her home mall.
will
employes
postal
only
bene
be
not
la Salida, Colo. William McLaugh fited, but the recipient
re
will also
MEN AND WOMEN.
lin, a telegraph operator, and James
Caw Biai 4U for ttaostaiml
Blllingslea were shot and killed with ceive quicker and better service. Fol
with this Winchester, McLaughlin's lowing are the rules and regulations
Irritationa or vie ration
ef muAoDl niambranaav
own gun, by Eliseo Valles and Carlos governing mail:
lVPainlxa and not aatrln.
Mail matter Is divided into, fou
THE lVAMS UKIMIGMUv.
Sals, native boys, in the Manzauo
or potHODOlU.
classes:
mountains, September 29.
or oant Id Mats wrapper,
a
First class Ijetters, United States
According to Mrs. McLaughlin, the
for
rpni,
I f axaraM, Ira
Jrr)m.
.M. or bolt
2.75.
bodies are still lying where they fell, postal cards, all matter sealed or
t
Clrcnlar aant on raouaat.
Inspection
against
otherwise
closed
except
pile
a
unburled
of
crude
for
stones raked about them to guard and all matter wholly or partly in
them from coyotes.
writing, whether sealed or unsealed
With tears in her yes, the little Rate 2 cents or each ounce or frac
woman said In an interview:
tion. Leather post cards, one cen
"I would like to have the corpse, of each, if no writing on the back of It
my husbasd burled, hut I am too poor. outside of the name and address of ELKS
I am ict't without a' dollar and with the sender, date and Albuquerque, N.
three ltttle children to clothe and M.; 2 cents If otherwise. Paper post
feed."
cards 1 cent each and writing allowed
ONE NIGHT ONLY
Mrs. McLaughlin Is en route to Sa, on back only.
Ilda, Colo., from Socorro, where she
Rate,
Unsealed.
Second class
went to attend the trial of her hus cent
for each four ounces or fraction
band's murderers.
She arrived too Full prepayment required. No limit
late, for both had befn convicted and
A Sumptuous Production of
to weight. This is the rate which ap
are now awaitisz sentence.
periodnewspapers
to
other
plies
and
The story of their crime Is well
known.
James Blllingslea, William ical publications bearing the printed
HOLY
McLaughlin and Mrs. Blllingslea form statement: "Entered at the postoffice
when
etc.,
matter,"
class
as
second
ed a prospecting party for a six
With
months' trip Into the Manzano moun they are mailed by the public.
Third class Unsealed. Rate, i
tains.
When Valles and Sais enter
ed the camp they were treated well cent for each two ounces or fraction.
by the prospectors.
In return they Full prepayment required. Limited to
formed a plot to kill the two men and four pounds, except it be a single
books, photographs,
carry Mrs. Billlzgslea away.
Both book. Included
were decoyed to a lonely newspapers and periodicals not adspot and after being cajoled out of mitted to second class, circulars, misDirection of
their weapons, were treacherously cellaneous printed matter on paper
killed with their own guns.
LeCOMTE A FLESHER.
not having the nature of personal corMrs. Mclaughlin repeated the story respondence and proof sheets, correctA pure, Instructive, illustrative
of the killing as it had been told to ed proof sheets and manuscript copy
story of the day of our Saviour.
her by Mrs. Blllingslea, as she sat In accompanying the fame, and all matthe Claire hotel with her fourteen ter In point print or raised characters
SUPERBLY MOUNTED
months-olbaby on her lap. She cried used by the blind.
CORRECTLY COSTUMED
softly.
1
Fourth class Unsealed. Rate,
"I have been trying to find If my cent for each 4 ounces or fraction exSupporting Company.
Strong
husband had any other property
cept seers, bulbs, roots, scions and
the weapon with which he was plants, which are 1 cent for each 2
PRICES THIS ENGAGEMENT
killed," she said.
"At Belen, they
mall-abl60c 75c SI. 00
gave me his horse and saddle and I ounces or fraction. Includes all
matter not embraced In the first,
PROPOSAI.S FOR WATER PIPE sold thm for a few dollars. I do not
Fittings, Electrical Machinery, Build know which way to turn for assist- second and third classes. Full prepaySeat Now on Sale. Theater Parties
AliiilQiieroue,
Mntprinlx.
lng
etc
Limit of weight, four
Forming.
I have no relatives who are in ment required.
ance.
1906
Ww Mexico
position to help me.
The sudden pounds.
Sealed nronosHls nlnintv marked on death of my husband came as such a
Christmas Presents.
the outside of the sea.ee envelope, shock to me that 1 have been unable
In sending Christmas presents you
ProiKwals for WaUr Pipe, etc., and to work es yet, although I shall be should pack well, wrap securely and
addressed to the undersigned at Albu forced to do bo as soon as I can find plainly address it with Ink. The name
querque. New Mexico, will be receiv employment. I am glad they convict- - and address of the sender should be
ed at the Indian School until 2 o'clock ed his slayers. I never heard of such placed on the package, so If it is tin-p. m. of January 6, 1907, for furnishtreacherous murder as they com-- deliverable or the addressee cannot
ing and delivering to the Bchoo! as re- mined. Mrs. Billinsslea
is heart-brokt- be found, it will be returned to the
qured during the fiscal year ending
She had even more harrow sender If the article is first class
38
cast
tons
HXI7.
30,
of
alout
June
One Night Only
ing experiences than I did, being left
additional postage; and If it
iron water pipe, 8 Ore hydrants and alone In the camp with the murderers" without
or fourth class the
second,
third
be
one
etc.,
crosses,
ells,
va.lvts,
tees,
she finally made her way to sender will le notfled by the postmas1
connected a "When
tripU-dirwt
minii)
town, she wrote, me at once, but ter from the city In which the parcel
horizonmotor,
ono
power
to
through some fault of the postal servit.
tal cenirifngal pump belted to 5horse ice her letter lay In the postofflce at Is, an. I postage can be sent for
power motor; also a quantity of brick, Salida for twelve days before it was Hy doing this it would save many
presents being gent to the
lumber, builders' hardware, pig lead, finally
to me. I was kept In Christmas
jute imcking. etc.. as mr full list and susiensehanded
knowing dead letter office at toWashington.
not
time,
all
that
i ut In a package
It Is permissable
the whether the reportH published in the
at
obtainable
specifications
"Greetings," "Merry Christina
in their Colorado
school.
Bidders must
papers
New Mexico
and
A Ynk0 Doodle Commdy In 4
bid the .proposed price of each
and a Happy New Year;" and If sevBig Lmughlng Aetm
were true or not."
to be offered under contract.
McLaughlin left Santa Fe yes- eral articles are in the package and
Mrs.
All articles so offered to be subject to terday for Hulida. Her children are they are intended for different perThan a
rigid inspextion.
Tlie rigl.t is re- seven and five years of age, and the sons of the family, the name may be
any
inbUls
or
whom
Is
all
or
any
served to reject
it
put on the article for
baby but fourteen months old.
part of any bid it deemed for the best
An entertainment
for children
"As soon as I can secure money," tended, as well as the name and adbid
from 6 to CO.
Each
interests of the service.
said, "I will return to New Mexico dress "f the sender, and still it will
she
bv certified and give nty husband a decent burial. not be classed as first cIhbb mall, but
must be accompanied
JK.
cheek or draft niade payable to the It is awful to think of him every day may
sent as merchandise.
a plot mounted with special
With
Indian
of
of
the tommlslt:ier
order
Register system The register fee
of his corpse lying there in tne
Sotnery.
affairs tor at least 5 , r cent of the and
mountains where he was shot to is 8 cents for each separate letter or
amount of the pro;oral, which check death."
MUSICAL SINGING AND DANCIn addition to postage, both
parcel
or draft will be forfeited to the United
ING SPECIALTIES.
to he fullv nreuald with postage
States in case a bidder receiving an
wl'
say tha'.those
to the letter or par
iK'alers
stamps
attached
feS 1 1
NV
shall
to
promptly
award
tail
txecnte
Stomach cel.
used Chamberlain's
You have been waitinf for.
a satisfactory tnlract Id Accordauec have
to
loyal
quite
are
Tablet
Liver
every
post
Registered mails reach
with his bid, therwise to be returned aid
them and can not be persuaded to. office in the world. The system In-ln'roducing the Favorite Comedian
to the bidder. Bids accompanied
(let a free sam-pbany substitute
t:tke
de-- j
and
correct
transit
VICTOR FAUST. ,
sures
safe
lieu
in
will
certified
cash,
of
check,
any drug tore, give them a
For further in- trial atand you. too, will want theui in livery. Valuable I. tiers and parcels
SviIMX'rted i,y a Carefully Selocted
uol I! considered.
Company.
formation apply to BURTON B. CUS- preference to any other. They cure and thoae which tho sender wishes,
to know have been correct-- !
TER. S UPEKINTENDENT.
SUo 75c and J1.00
I'rires
stomach troubles, biliousness and con- positively
ly delivered, should be registered.
stipation.
S' ais on sale at Mutson's.
a
or
parcel
letter
have
. I
In order to
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
o
registered it is necessary merely to
BREAD and take no Other,
trv an Evening Citizen want ad.
A

30-3- 0

Railroad Avnum

AFFIDA VITS I

HAD A

FLOOD LAST TUESDAY.
'
Hillsboro had a flood last Tuesday

WIFE OF ONE OF SENDYDURXMAS

ROSENFiULD
tie

Man You Can Truat

For a Most Appropriate Christmas
Present is a Box of

have It properly prepared, addressed
and stamped and the name and ad
dress of the sender written or printed
on It. It should he handed to the
register clerk at the register window
at the postoffice, or carrier, who will
write out a registration receipt for
the sender. Do not place addressed
labels over strings on package If you
do not want to pay first class rate.
GEN NELSON A. MILES.

la plain figures,

15 Per Cent Less

throughout the long

-

Oh th0 Market, 2

can be seen ia our show window marked out

and you are sure of
pure, clean, wholesome beer. It is the

m
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AL90 DEALER IN

Pipes, Smoker's Articles

YJESTERFELD
HENRY
207 Rallraad Ave., Albuquarquo, N, M.
Our Prices

-

are right
.I

Our Work
.$

Til,

All Kinds

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Face
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

-l

,

f-- nt

r

Tuesday, Dec. 11

CITY

THE

Luella Morey.
SALOME

s

le-sid-
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The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

e

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, United
Stales Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
Nov.

27.

1906.

Notice Is hereby given that the folloclaimant bag filed notice of his intenlloa to make final
proof In support of his claim under
eroUous 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1S91 (26 Stats., 854), as amende 1
by tie-- act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470) and that said proof wl'l
be made before Silvestro Mirabal, U.
S.
Commissioner at San Kafae!,
N. M., ou January 6, 1907, viz: Matia
Oonnho of Lagiina, N. M., for till

wing-named

0irt

Soc. 25, T. 10

SH

R. 7 W. N.

N-- ,

M. V. M

He fiiunea the following witnesses
to firovo his actual continuous adverse iOHcsbion of said tract for
twenty yeara next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Josacito Rosa, of Seama, N. M.;
William Palsaco, of Cos a lilanca, N.
M.; Martin Luther, of Casa Ulaaca,
N. 6!., Yamio B. Leeds, of Seama, N.
M.

Any person who desires to proteot
againti the allowance of said proof or
wlio knows of any substantial reasoa

under tho laws and regulations of the
Interior deparunet why such ijtoo'
Kbxrnld not be allowed will bo gives
an opportunity at. the
time and place to cruss'xam-in- o
tfce witnics of Bald claimant,
and Va offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
above-men-tkm-

MANUEL

R

OTERO.

SimII holding claim No.

n

Hies, wzema.

Register.
1821.

Itch or salt rheum

job crazy. Csn't bear tlie touch

Doan's Ointment
of your clothing.
cum the most olbtiuate cases Why

ur?

All dritfc'gists

svll it.

COMING

Elk's .'Theatre

a

1

4th

Friday, Dec.

"The
King of Tramps"
Funnier

Circus

Comocly

,

'I lit?

j

!'

New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper
AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST.TH AN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
o o
loiCBWiOTKarisBaitcj

1

J

TO CURE A COLD IN CNE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BKOMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
it fails to cure. E. W. GKOVE S
signature is on each box. 2Tc.

Try a Citizen Want ad.

tiuurtii

The Citizen Print Shop Is
wiero you can get the most for
your money. We print every.

thing but greenbacks and poet- - e
age stamp. Either phone.
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STANDARD OF WAGES
corporations are making groat parade
ha fact that a few of thorn, because of the Kenoral
prosperity and increased cost of living, have voluntar
lly raised the wages of employes.
No opportunity
ver lost for laying emphasis on the fact that American
later Is better paid than Is the labor of most other
countries.
Such assertion Is a sort of spread-eagleisthat la supposed to hurt nobody and to help the corpora
lions to a more complacent enjoyment of their profits.
nut the real truth Is that, measured 1y the value o:
Ita product, the labor of this country, instead of beln
the highest paid. Is the lowest paid In the world. Cen
mis reports show that In American manufactures the per
capita production Is three times the average of European
factories, while wages are loss than twice as high. Jas,
J. Hill, president of the Great Northern and other rail
roads, Is authority for the assertion that a train gang on
bis American railroads handles more than seven time
many ton miles of freight as do the train gnnga on
Kligllsh, French and German railroads.
For this seven
times as much result American trainmen receive loss
than twice as much wages.
Secretary Wilson, of the
department of agriculture. In an address the other day
said that' one American farm hand produces more rice
than 400 Chinamen.
Chinese wages are only ten to
twelve cents a day, but If the rice workers of this conn
iry got tne same rate for results produced their pay
would be $44 to $48 a day Instead of $1.50.
"Cheap labor" never could produce the marvelous
crops and manufactures of this country. Yet, mensured
by what it does. It is the cheapest labor on the surface
of the earth. And It Is utterly false that prices are
high because wages are high. Compared with the prices
the consumer pays, wages are lower than In Europe or
China. These hard facts seriously detract from the
glory of the sproad-eagleisand from the seeming
munificence of the
corporations.
Certain

u

wage-Increasi-

EFFORT TO DECEIVE

Grocery Comp'y.

The czar could make a hit by offering the hospitality
of Pcterhof for a
peace conference.
n
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WHAT MAKES THE GIFT
VALUABLE AT CHRISTMAS
$

"Good Things to Eat"
mm

000000OOOCOCKC
Some good people condemn all Christmas giving,
so many make of It a senseless fad, It Is true
that that much perhaps most giving of Christmas gifts
Is far from In keeping with tho real spirit of the sacred
day or in accord with reason. Gifts made for the sake
of ostentatious display of moans, or for the discharge
of some, obligation, or because something Is expected In
return, are worse than vulgar at a time when entirely
different motives hold sway and entirely different fori-l-g- s
find expressions.
But in this there is no good ground for general con
demnation of all Chrtntmna giving.
Giving has Its
source in the Iest part of our nature. It Is the sweetest
expression of our best feeling. It can no more be re
strained than can the waters ofa spring; and human life
would be as desolate without the one us wouM ho tho
arfh without the other. Where we love wp give and
he giving Is the sweetest part of loving. Gladness and
gratitude ever seek some more tangible form of expression than mere words, and find it In gifts. Christmas
itself Is but an observance of the greatest azd most dl- Inlst. gift ever matte to the world.
So there is plenty
of justification for Cbrlstnus giving that Is done in the
right spirit.
'
But the spirit of the giving Is more Important than
he gift Itself. Some mere trifle of a trlaket may serve
to express remembrance and affection that give Joy
and ehotr to a heart through a whole lifetime, while n
ostly bnudle may express only teniKrary Interest. and
tve only momentary gratification.
There are gifts for
the eyes, and there are gifts for the heart. There are
gifts to be worn oa the breast or the neck, or the 'nands,
and there are gifts to be carried In the soul.

We are unpacking

new goods
every dJy and have everything
In the grocery line that you can
want. Our' lint this season la
more complete than ever and
our prices ar right, '

!-

catu--

The report of the secretary of. the interior, u bulky
volume of 335 pages, was released to the papers of the
United States this morning. It will be remembered that
the summary 'oT the Thaw trial facts some dayB ago
came to the morning paper of this city professedly over
its "special leased wire," though It had been furnished
to that paper and hundred of others. The Citizen inSo in this case the
cluded, four or five days before.
SELLING GOLD STOCK IN
ftame morning paper gets from its "bureau," at Washing
ton, under date of last night, the part of Secretary
ORDER TO GET AHEAD
llltchcock'B annual report which had been compiled from
Governor Hagerman's .report on New Mexico, the latter
Did" you tver read what
not having yet len made public. In this as in the forMark Twain hnn to sav
mer case, the morning paper as well as The Citizen and Ismt gold mines and silver mines and other kinds of
hundreds of other papers throughout the country had mines, Includlas: wildcat minim'
the report of Secretary Hitcthcock lying on its table for
ion Hurst not uninK, nowever that liecause a cold
several days, awaiting release for use of any part of it. nun.- - prouuo.es goiil and silver mine produces silver,
The Citizen doe3 not object to the morning paper pub- i nut a wildcat m no iiroilnrvs
It doeea't.
lishing such news. It is legitimate and valuable. What
The only warranted product of wildcat mines is suck
The Citizen objects to U that the morning paper attempts to deceive the people by pretending that such ers, and that's what .Mark mivs im r.nu. i
news comes over Its "special leased wire," or from its choicer ami moTe refined language.
In the old days wh n Mr. Clemens says he was cot
'
own bureau at Washington, I). C.
Hag $40 & week for leing a newspaper reuorter out
est (mind you, he says be got $40; he doesn't offer to
Daily Optic: Considerable' agitation will certainly
take place in the legislature this winter regarding the prove it anyway), that was the halcyon period of the
lldcat mine. There were perhaps ihalf a dozen that
matter of the payment of county officials.
There seems
to be a Btrong sentiment In favor of placing all tne gotere turning out huge plies of wealth, and everybody
toe. fever and went around without worrying In the
county officials on a salary' basis. It Is probable that
such an arrangement would suit the people of tho terri- least whether there was auy sure enough ore within
tory better than the present commission basis, upon two miles.
All that was necessary, says Mark. In "Rounhlns
which mosti of the offices stand. The taxpayers woulo
It," was to locate your mine, put up a slan with a
then know Just how much they were paying for getting fancy
aame, Issue gorgeously engraved stock certificates
their work done. Probably just as good men could be
secured for the offices under the salary system as by and then sell it.
the present com minion system. In any event, there ly There wasn't anay trouble about selling it. They fair
fell over each other to get It. There were so ni.tnv
Hoems to be more than a possibility that "some of tlifc
county salaries will be reduced. Tha next legislature mines .some of 'em lu the middle of the public streets,
promises to be one that will' cut expenses wherever op- and so mojch stock that it was oulte the no. in- ihimr
portunity offers. Taxes are burdensome in the territory, o meet your friend oa the street sud say:
Bill. Glad to see you. Have a dozen shares
and the people, while fairly prosperous, insistently de- of OldHello,
Glory on me?" and then you would tircss these
mand reduction and retrenchment wherever possible.
pretty certificates into Bill's hand. In turn, he would
give you 20 shares of Giraffe No. tl or mavl... ril
New Mexican: The Monon system will continue to
issue railroad passes in paymen of advertisig after the hares it was ail tfie same with him. and you, too.
Then Mark tells how l!i5 newspapers used to talk
new year, its attorneys being firmly Convinced that the
interpretation of the Interstate commerce commission, bout the wonderful aew mines.
showed up at nil, lie says, the papers
that railroads must pay casji for advertising, will not ouldif the rook
use up all the stronir worilu in the hinenfli'O In
stand the test of the courts. H
anomalous, to say the
ffort to describe how brilliant the nosnoctu were.
ohibil an exchange
r commodities or
If,
If the mine was already developed and didn't show
Wit utffe"i eU.ce can It or iloa- u niuVe whether ami aoyer had shown one single ounce of genuine color
t!iC railroad company's $1M) in cash paid for advertising for the past 15 years, they would till you what a magIs handed back by the newspapers for a. railroad ticket, nificent tunnel it had, aud foam at the mouth over that
or whether the advertising space is paid for with the fascinating tunnel until the owneH were ready to get
ticket without 'any Intermediate handing of money by out tuanel stock and sU It fo 40 cents a share, going
one party to the other and then back again? If Instead up at Iwint a dollar and a quarter next, week.
of splitting hairs, the Interstate commerce commission
Oh, thus, were line, liappj' u'l.l days!
Everybody
would really equalize rates In the southwest. It would was Convinced ttat his paticular mine was going to be
come nearer accomplishing the purpose for which it was worth millions
"Just as soon as they hit tho real ledge;"
Created and is being maintained.
only they never hit it. ICvorybody traded la mining
stock and went to ibed evry night thinking how prole
The Citizen is Indebted to the courtesy of the Anier-lea- able It was they would wake up aext day worth a forLaw Book company, of New York city, for a copy of tune. And sell! Mark aays you could sell anything lu
International Law, a treaties by David J. Brewer, asso- - the way of mining stock. It didn't make a bit of dif'"laie Justice of .the United States supreme court, and ference whellur It was in a cellar or on the ro;f. All
Charles Henry Butler, United States supreme court re- you had to do was to advertise, and have some chaage
porter, reproduced from the Cyclopedia of Law and Pro- ready for the victims.
Of course, this isn't apropos of anything in parcedure.
The clalnl made by Mr. Butler Is that there has
been very little written on the subject of claims against ticular right now; only, Mark Is an entertaining cuss
think that any
governments, ttud he Joes "
ur and history, they say, has a way of rep at lag Itself
1
"amount of material on that sulijecl can be fouud In any
(BV
&TUART
MACLEAN.)
The
other publication, either book or encyclopedia.
treaties has leen well Ixmud as well as printed, and 'A8 kung with tremendous success, by Mr. prom Oter.)
though It contains only sixty-twlarge pages, it Hcema An aged man came slowly to the office with an ad.
to Xhe Citizen to have avoided every superfluous word, It cost him eighty dollars, which was every cent he had:
uA lo be of Inestimable value to every one. lawyer or His coat was out at dhows, deep sorrow bowed hU
head,
layman, interested in the subject treated f
And to the office boy's remarks he paused and softly
'
said:
.f.(-- for survey
Of the $tOd,tMi appropriated l
ere set aside for
and io survey of public lands, $2rt,Mif
'Tm selling
stock t; set alog;
according to Sec
New Mexico and $23,imm for
going
days for a song,
The
shares
these
ate
appropriaretary Hitchcock's report. Al result of tbis
To confess li Is a blow.
tion. 303,813 acres were .ieye.l in New Mexico and
But 1 need the money so:
382,870 in Ariz ins. AC"'. Mi tig to the name reiKirt, New
I'M selling
slock to get along."
Mexico has a5,7l.".t,H::' acres of unappropriated public
land to Arizona'!. I2.fi3:,34 acres. Of the $179.!i" "The shares now sell at 13 cents," lie said; "'tis very
available for Irrigation on Indian reservation, Now
cheap.
Mexico reclved the iitrgest individual amount, that being For you must understand these mines k cp vtorkiug
$75,000 for the Zuni reservation.
while you sleep;
read It in the papers, there's a half pase ad or so.
Jut
().
Now
Keforined fHtball lias been pronounced
Because the mines themselves are much too far away
reform the professional player.
to show."
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Ferndell
GOODS
FERNDELL CORN
The finest produced, 2 cans
35c
for

FERNDELL SIFTED PEAS
Extra fine sifted, per can 25c
FERNDELL BEANS
Both green and wax 20 to 25c
FERNDELL LIMA BEANS
Fancy French green and
2Cc
small, per can
FERNDELL PUMPKIN
20c
Our Monsoon brand of goods
are medium priced but fancy
in quality.
12'2 to 20c per can.

Christmas No ve Ities ooo
o
o
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o
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A Genuine Leather Oak Frame Couch
'
A
Turkish Rocker
"
A
Oak Frame Rocker
A Beautiful Line of Morris Chairs -Good Solid Oak Rockers

Co.

"Good Things to Fat"
FILLED THE SAME DAY

THEY ARE RECEIVED.

breaking in
needed
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a

N
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U'll
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u
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ncaiucni
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gold-min-

'

A man In Tennessee has been tlned $Jil for snoring
lu church. Evidently the people down there think that
a man should learn to sleep uoiselcs.-dy- .

An Iowa man claims lie is able to eat (lie eanh.
bad better not fry it without oiiMiltlni; John 1.

He

"I'm selling
stock to get along;
The arivetisemenis put It to 'em strong;
au honest man
Who will hi
lu tils worthy business plan
to g''t along?"
Of selling goldmine hhk-gold-min-

e

.

--

LumunLLiNA,

Ice-Pr-

ident

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manager

.
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F"or

the

Best Line of
With the oot"

jF

The flexible sole Red Cros:
Shoe is comfortable froir

start.

'CM .V

The burning and a chine
:aused by stiff soles and the
?vils of thin soles are pre
sented by the Red Cross. Ii
enables a woman to be on hei
;eet for. hours at a time with
:omfort.
A stylish
fioe thaCs
absolutely
:om fort able
C.

'
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J

r"

TX

Albuquerque
See Ours

t

H. CARNES,

0.

We Keep It Up

D.

bcientifi'c Uptician

rviciu

Ctu
S' R,J
uitx urt

RV"

iff

R.R.

AND

j

$.3.50 and $3.00
iiigh Shoos,
$4.00 and $3.50
Let us fit ybu.

Cuarantteo

'

Thf

All.u.iiiPi'uUi' Junk
'itMi South
Klref, pays cash
for old Hirnitiiri', old clutliinif, iron,
hrax, rii in zim; rulilu r paiM-- r runs,
liottlco, vw.
u fact all kinds of kcp0111I
huiul uikhIh and junk.
uh
iiotital. Will ull. Kvt'iytlilus
lias a
valu
Old Imildlnsn, iiiai liitu'ry. Iun-glewag. in;.-boiinltt tor liUhost
Siu-ou-

-

s,

casli

Fur

)i i( c

Long Tennessee
itt.-ut-

years

V.

Fight.
1..

of
atarru. Ho
Kawls

EYES TESTED FREE
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

COAL

awrTT7irT?''jq"

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$6.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
$6.50
PER TON

WOOD

John

S.

W. R. R, Ave.

Boot and shoemaker. Custom work

not only in mixing: and baking, but to order. Repairing a specialty. Prices
reasonable; satisfaction guaranteed.
also in taking: care of and selling
103 North First Street
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
PIONEEft BAKERY
BALLING. Proprietor
(Successor to Bailing Bros.)

SIMON

207 SOUTH riRBT BTRBCT.

j

WEDDING
M.

118

P. MATTEUCCI

PIONEER BAKERY,

SEE
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
121 West Railroad Ave.
Albuquerque
New Mexico

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Offlea
Transactions

IROSENFIEID'S,

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

f

fords,

r,

gold-min-

TICKETS

We keep the quality oi our brrad
up to the highest. This is possible
Dyusm

t

:

.v..

f

Itellh, 'I'l'iiii.,

pre-eie-

' t,

fiflclMTQSM. HARDWARE CO.

SAM KEE
Indian
Chine, Japanese,
Mexican
CURIOS
215 $. Second Street,

Albuqutrqut.

CAKE3 A SPECIALTY.

We desire patronage and we yuar- antee first class baking.
South First Street. Albuquerque.

and !207

THE

ELITE

ROOMING

HOUSE

S. M.

Thos. F. Keleher
Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and Jap-a-la-

fought nusal
c.
"The public is so good to me!
lie wiped away a tear
swelling and noieaes.i
writt:
Admirers of the president aie turmiug a
"They've bought until I think they'll buy up every sin- - inside my nlttilf Was foatful, till I
408 W. Railroad Avanat
league. So f:ir It Is only one of the Illinois.
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
gle bharc!"
btsittu iiii!.vinK
HiKklfti'a
Arnica
$2.75
FOR
$2.25
AND
...
1I1
si
surface; Ihi.s caused
And thtiij the poor old aged man wri-- slowly on his Salvo to
tho siiivsi fS and swilllnj? to disap-)euProhibition as a politiritl party does not
to be
way,
growing in power. In the r rem eleeiion In Minnesota, And as lie tin aed ilie corner
iivii 10 return, lle.st salve in
still could bear him
existence. 2:,c at all ilniKKlstn.
No. Ill North First Street.
t
that party's candidate for governor carried buN one
say
DINELLI 4 LENCI0NI, Proprietors.
in the stale, and that went for him l.y only one
Clvp us your ROUGH DRY work,
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
' I'm selling
Monday, ami net it bark Wednesday,
slock to gel nloug;
We da It right. ROUGH DRY. 1m- - WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARP.
Laundry Co.
Oi. bow can people iliinU I'm doing wrong
ppriul
I.aimJiy Co.
Jhtrungo, Colo., is
have a $.'i.imm,imhi sugar
Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
But if they don't beware
LESS DIRT. MORE
HEAT $6.00
The only condition upon which it is to be
Soon I'll lie a millionaire!
PER TON. GENUINE CAS COKE.
No. 2"7 North High
Put Up for Travelers.
DrcKsinukini?.
Is (hat the farmers of the adjacent country sb;ill finI'm selling gold mine stock to get uloim."
V. H. HAHN & CO.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.
liirvt'l. Old U'loyhoue, Llack 259-1- .
I

k.
a,i

ihinl-lerli- i

'

r
liliijlllpif'fl

'

gold-min-

H"

0. W. STRONG'S SONS

l"--

-

n

$21,60 to $50.00
25.00 to 45.00
9.00 to 25.00
7.00 to 25.00
3.00 to 7.00

Even if you are from Missouri just call at our store and we will
be glad to show you.

.

,

r urnitur e

Just Look at These

Try Our
MOCHA SLICES
30c per dozen the finest thing
made in Albuquerque In the
Bakery line.
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Something New

IT

o

.

.

At a Price That Will Surprise You

EVERY DAY

J,

ryy

L eatner .

CREAM PUFFS AND
CHOCOLATE
ECLAIRS
EVERY DAY.

MAIL OROF.IJ

.

find

R

Jaffa Grocery

.

i
l
ft
ii
uui now nmn) tniurr
niiiB
vuriHimas rememtirancrs a man or boy
may receive, It will never seem like a truly Christmas to him
unless you
Klve him a tie.
.'sew- iseekwear Is always an Important and an almost
indispensable
part of a man's Christmas.

o
o
o
Out Christmas Neckwear
o
o
Were showing the finest Neckwear productions of the Uest Makers.
o
Choice, exclusive styles, that you'll not be able to
la other stores.
We selected our Holiday Neckwear with great care and have the sort
o
nian delights to wear.
o
We've every correct shape and coloring.
o
o
o
o
Special Japanese Lounging Robes oo
o
o
Special Prices
o
o
o
HOES
o
o
OOOQQQQOOOOOQOQOQQOOOOQQOQCQOQOQOOOGOOOQ

Forget Our Bakery

Don't

000XC000OOCK

v

11, 1906.

o.

o
o
o

THE JAFFA

that

Business Manager.

CITIZEN.

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo oooooooo

nlsh the produce from 6,000 acres planted to sugar
hoots, the farmers receiving for their product the top
market price. Could not Albuquerque do ns well, were
the proper Flops taken In the matter?
Service has been secured on John I).. Rockefeller In
St. IxhiIs fed'-ra- l
ouster suit.' If this doesn't give
him bad dreams, trf course mince pie can't.

W. T. McCREIGHT,

EVENIKQ

Beavcn Rico Hotel and Bar

NEAR

POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT

No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
. E. GALLOWAY.
Manager
MUSIC LESSONS.
N. DiMauro, the violinist,
Ic&sons on tbe violin and man-- t
to be the best
dolin. Guaranteed
teacher in Albuquerque. Anyone de

Prof.

i;ivi--

siring
city.

address geueral

dtliv-fry-

,

ALBUQUERQUE NOVELTY WORKS
is the plr.ee to get
BICYCLES FOR CHRISTMAS.
Columbia. Rambler,
levt'lund. Tribune and Crencenl
Bicycles
F S. HOPPING.
Souiu ticcoiid.

Asjonts for tbe

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

11, 1906.

ALBUQDEKQUE
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DEFIESJHE COURT

E MERGES FROM

IN

COLORADO Me Had

Bondsmen Are Not at All Anxious.
His Attorneys Are
Confident.

dispatch from Carlsbad, Kddy
county, dated December 10, snys:
Judge A. A. Freeman has rtturaad
from his hunt for big game In the
Cundalupe mountains, having been
rescued from the blizzard by James
DoMobs, a mountain sheep rancher.
DeMoss iv late that Judex- Fret-mahad an .extremely trying time for a
man of his age, having been confined
In a hunting shack from Sunday, the
first day of the blizzard, to Tuesday
afternoon without food, fire or water,
asd he suffered greatly. The whole
hunting party remained under blankets for. that time.
The snow was banked ten feet high
round the camp. .
Finally on Tuesday afternoon late
the Judge arose and ventured fortn
and was almost exhausted from the
cold and stnlled in deep snow when
he was found by DeMnng and takea
to the latter's ranch, some miles away
from the hunting camp.
During all that time Judge Freeman's family had no word from him
uml di'' r.y; know whether he was,
doud or alive.
.luuffe Freeman, came to Carlsbad
about Bixten years ago from Washing-- ,
ton. D. C, where he hid boon assistant attorney general under the Uayen'
and, after serving
administration
twelve years In that offire, formed a
law partnership with Senator Money,
of Mississippi, for the District of Columbia.
In 1889 he. was appointed United
States district Judge for New Mexico
by President Harrison, holding that
office for several years.
Judge Freeman is a Tennessean by birth and was
prominent In politics of that state
after the civil war, making a brilliant
canvas. Tor governor against (lea
John C Brown on the republican
ticket.
Several other hunting parties have
returned and all report trying times
In the blizzard. One party of whom
County Probate Clerk W. H.
was a member, was caught in the
mountains Just a few hours after the
storm broke In all its fury and before
they bad pitched camp.
All hand
and team were compelled to work ail
night cutting and hauling wood
keep from freezing, as they had gone
out. totally unprepared for such severe
weather.
A

,

him.

These bondsmen are. Oim (iuslafson,
William OoetltiK and Henry Wester-felThe bond is for ll.OUd.
, Mr, Westerfeld
savs that Meyer
does not Intend to come back to TeW
Mexico until tie United. States supreme court meets, and then be will
K
direct to Santa FV from Denver,
which la hia present address. If the
supreme court sustains the lower
court, he will then remain in Santa
Fe and begin his seutence immediately.
Wife No. 1 is still In the city and
is living with her babies in some
dingy rooms at 31S South Fourth
street. She said this afternoon that
she had not received one cent of alimony from Meyers.
She did not
know where he was, but she understood that he had not been seen
around his house on South Broadway
for some time. This Rroadway house
is the home of wife No. 2.
This woman, too, Is dependent upon Meyer
for support.
A friend of the exiled man said this
afternoon that Meyers could not support both women on what money be
could make at his trade, which was
carpentering, and that was the reason why he had to leave the territory.
A Will at the Bottom.
It has just been discovered that.
win lor Jiu.nuu and some real estate
in Cincinnati left by his father wa.i
the primary cause of all of Meyers'
trouble.
His father had lieon otit
here to see his sou. it la said, and because the old man Indulged too freely
id tne cup that cheers, the son remonstrated to such an extent that. the
father went ttaok to the Buckeye stato.
In a short lime he laid down and died,
leaving- - a will that disinherited his
western son. It was by contest iiiR
this will that Meyers gave a clue to
his whereabouts and the fact that h
was living under an assumed name
with a woman nor his wife in the eyes
of the law.
The law firm of Hirkey & Moore
represent Meyers In the courts, and
they, like his bondsmen, are confident
that he will show up when the
court meets, all right.
His
lawyers are now engaged in prepar- cesp.
Ins bis
d.

THE HOLY CITY"

AT

NBE

OPERA

TONIGHT

Hen-nett'-

ever-beautif-

HOHECOOklHG

deal f IihIIik
There
and imagination connccied with
mother's tK)klng." hut there is no
the preference
doubt oon'ernlnK
which the average man has for
"home cooking," or of its
qualities. It is this fart,
largely, that has made the Columliiis
hotel, what it is today, a gathering
place for men ami women who are
,
unsatisfying,
tired f t he
dishes Jf the hotels and restaurants.
If you find yourself in this frame of
mind, just call and try a sample dinner, and he convinced of the truth of
these statements. Single intal twenty five cents.
a

rt-a- l

Which

ina-tio-

End?

salesman,
Mr. Whi'e, a
was in towu the tnd of the week.
llyden ( Ky
Thousandstic-"It cumes high, hut I must gel rid
of her." From the revised sayings
of Tom I'latt.
I

ORATORICAL
AT
CONTEST
ELKS' OPERA HOUSE, THURSDAY
EVENING.
RESERVED SEATS AT
MATSON'S, 25 CENTS.

The Indies of the I.uihcrail church

of
will serve a lunch at the home
Mrs. Heidt. 41
WVst
avenue,

Wednesday afternoon.

Iad

0ee

THE

s

IV

C. T. U. TO

HOLD MOTHERS'

,

wall.
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald P. Hall for- -

Cream

i

alum

Call
Made Fresh Every Day.
and ask to see our special boxes.
They are winners.
POST CARDS, PILLOW TOPS
MEXICAN

;

his

will

iwrmit

tluni

LOCAL

PARAGRAPHS

huge dray wagon belonging to the
Trimble stable laden with crates and
boxes. collided with a heavv re; air
wagon of the Colorado
Telephone
company in the entrance 10 Haradise
alley .n Kallroad avenue this morn- iu. The repair wagon had unloaded
a great spool of cable which workmen
were stringing down a manhole on
Itailroad avtaue. Hoth wagons were
tiling up f r a time and they were
alter consideiable difficulty.
No damage wag done but tile men
wire comptll-(io wade in a foot of
so ooe when they pried ihe wagon
wheels apart with improvised crowbars
Today, there appears in The Fven-i:iCitizen an advertisement for bids
fur water pipe, ehctrical machinery,
building- materials and other supplies
needed by the I'niled Slates Indian
training, school at Albti'juer.iue. AcA

for

ORATORICAL

CONTEST
AT
ELKS' OPERA HOUSE, THURSDAY
EVENING.
RESERVED SEATS AT
MATSON'S, 25 CENTS.

y

KREAM

member of the
He's down, but

cling up your pack be sure
and call in the Vann Jewelry com.
pany' Store. You will And Jut what
you need to finish up with; Fine
Watche, Rings, pins. Chain, Silverware, Cut Glass and China, and the
sweltest line of Toilet and Manicure
Set you ever saw. They are all new
goods, too, just in; so
Before

i

DO NOT FORGET
if:'
j

jf

i; jr

v

If you wish to qualify for business
you should attend the
6-

-

t

Wo offer thorough
course In

DAY OR

BOOKKEEPING

Admitted

..

ENGLISH

BUSINESS ARITHMETIC
CORRESPONDENCE

Music by the bfst five pict orchestra in tht
city. Trombone solo by Mr. E. K. Ellis who ii
musician o( International Reputation.
Come
and hear the music whithtr you skate or not

Ladle

CO.

IF. 4,.. V

DRAWN WORK

P. Schutt

C.

j

THE VANN JEWELRY

it

COMMERCIAL

LAW

SPELLING
8HORTHAND
TYPEWRITING
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Am Ml ATS ON &
BARNETT BUILDING

Cut Glass for Christmas
Nothing is more aceepiahle to the housewife than

ft

Spanish

CO.

choice piece of

Writ

Library Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico
mmauwfUivuwn.'aum

STOVES

STOVES
BASE BURNER

RICH CUT GLASS
THE VALUES ARE GREAT
And Mean Savings Most Pronounced

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS
sorts of pieces new and novel
from the famous
line.
In all

$1.00

Only in Use Two Months
And

Upwards to

or call for full
Information.

of the Albuquerque Business College

Our line this season la unusually large ami very complete with each
and every piece priced In such a way that will surprise you.

New and

$30

Second-han-

BORRADAILE

CHRISTMAS BOOKS.
For trie Young or Old Attractive Books of All Sorts.

Perfept Condition

Ranges

d

& CO.,

117 Gold Avenue

A comnlete and well assorted stock to choose from, come in. take
your time and look through; you'll surely find just what you want.

VISIT THIS

XMAS

STORE

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The

UNREDEEMED DIAMONDS

telephone

make

the

Tho telephone preserve

yof

the cares
and the worries fewer,

less,

health, prolongs your iif
protects your home.

and

duties lighter,

FOR CHRISTMAS

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

AT LESS THAN WHOLESALE

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE

O'RIELLY & CO.
J. H. 'LEADING
js

H. YAN0W,

114

R. R. AVE.

For Your Christmas Table

DRUGGISTS
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

oooooooo
The St. Elmo

i iseph
t

Sterling Silver
Elegant Carving Sets

Roger's Triple Plate
Rich Cut Glass

I'

LEADING JEWELERS

HURRY!

MONDAY NIGHT AT THE
SKATING RINK

,

Toilet sets of all kinds, llest grade
Keasoaable prices. At ltuppu's.

!

Don't be in a

iV

NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE,
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY, ECONOM
ICAL.
EXCELLENT FOR OPEN
GRATES, $6.00 PER TON.
W. H.
HAHN & CO.

Christmas Candy

TELEGRAPHCMARKETS

lu

Claus

I

.Tr:

-f-

4

n

phyMcians.

Staab Building

.

WHOA
Santa

pow-

STUDY THE LABEL

602-60-

lo git out in wet weather as well as
Tom Piatt Is not
dry. In the past patients have found
difficulty in exercising on the small Ifciwn and Out club.
confines of the verandas on had diys not out.
dnce the soft saud of tht- - yard made
it iiupracticalile.

mivw wunumtiumm

der for 25 cents if 8 of those ounces are alum?

k

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

.minim

what use to give 25 ounces of bakinp

Of

'ill.

1

ALBERT FABER

no phosphstic acid.

d
powders and those which
do not give the cream of tartar
guarantee are made from alum.

e

Wili-oifs-

$1.00 to'

Low-price-

SHIT

intended for a place where the patients at the institution may exercise
wnea I hey are ordered out hy I heir

no ammonia

from

$25.00 each.

Known everywhere and guaranteed a
strictly cream of tartar baking powder; no

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago. I)c. 11. Cut He receipts,
BOBS OP SERENELY 4 Sou, market steady. Reeves $4.10i
7.30; cows and heifers $1 tiu'a 5.2'J;
stockers and feeder-- i $2.4ilfi 4.5U; Tex-$2.75fft 4. fit); westerns
THREE SUITS MERGED INTO ONE
2.90fz (1.00
BOTH SIDES WAIVE JURY.
calves $5.757.60.
Shei p receiptH
IS.tMti.
Market
Sheep 13.90$ 5. "3; lambs $t.5i
The attorneys employed in the city steady.
building suit are getting ready for an & 7.7").
other battle. The three suits brought
Kansas City Live Stock.
by the plaintiff, Alfredo Otero two
Kansas City, Uec. n. Cattle
re
for rent and one for ejectment have ceipts 20,000. Including 50u southern.
been merged into one grand legal Murket steady to shade lower. Native
question, which Judge Abbott has Kteers $4.007.00: southern steers
promised to Bit ifpon as soon as he re- f:t.o0fr5.2u; southern cows $2.oo4j3.25
turns from Las Vegas. The case was native cows and heifers 2.iMii 5.25;
set for a jury trial, but both parties hVo;kers and feeders 2.2."i 4..I0; hulls
waived the Jury. Judge Abbott la ex- $2. 15( 3. 85; calves $2.50i fi.511 ; westpected home tonight. W. B. Childers ern steers 93.41)5.50; westeren cows
represents Otero, and City Attorney I2.25J1 4.00.
Sheep reedpts fi.tMio. Mcrket stronx.
Hickey appears for the city.
Muttons J4.50Jf5.75: lamhs $t;.oof(r
7.50; range weMiers
4.!Hif .'.o
fed
ewes $4.00155.35.
MANY FEET OF PAVEMENT
FOR

FIND
ANYWHERE
THE CITY.

Comforters

Pure, Healthful, Dependable

Special Correspondence.
TRAIN ARRIVALS.
Fay wood. N. M.,Dec. 10. Mrs. Mas-siNo. 1 On time.
daughter,
No, 8 8 p. m.
and
mother and slstr of
'
Dr. Massle of Santa Fe, have been
No. 4 On time.
Faywood
at
hot springs for more than
No. 312:25 a. 111.
a month.
No. 912:45 a. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Levy or Albuquerque, who were at Faywood the
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
past two wteks dividing their time to be washed over. Imperial Launquite equally between bunting and dry Co.
the baths, have returned to AlbuquerACME
MIXED
FOR
FEED
que.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Y. Jone of HORSES. A MIXTURE OF ALL
Silver City are spending a couple or KINDS OF GRAIN THOROUGHLY
A LARGE PER CENT
weks at the springs ror the benefit GROUND.
of Mrs. Jones rheumatism. Mr. Jones OF WHOLE GRAIN IS WASTED,
brought a gun along with him to do BEING TOO HARD FOR DIGESTION.
some hunting.
E. W. FEE.
BICYCLE RIDERS OCCUPY
SOUTH FIRST ST.
UNCHANGED
POSITIONS.
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE, WAL- New York, Doc. 11. No chango of
position during the night in the bi- TON'S DRUG STORE.
cycle race at Madison Square Garden.
The score at 7 o'clock this morning
forall teams except one was filti miles
and live laps.
The record for i- -e
honor Is K40 miles and four laps.

Homemade articles. Hiiitahle
USE OF ITS PATIENTS holiday gifts, at Mr. M. O.
224 West Oold avenue.

IN

Blankets from $.50 to $20.

ITEMS FROM FAYWODD

o

WILL
ELSE

JIB

At the Baptist church tomorrow aftSpelter.
ernoon at 2 o'clock the Woman's
it. t.ouls, Dec, 11. Spelter. firm,
Christian Temperance union will hold ?t;.5o.
a mothers' meeting, at which the folMoney Market.
lowing program will be rendered:
New York, Dee. 11. Money on call
Music
strong,
'ft 13. Prime mercantilo t aper
"Hygiene for Young Children"
? ti'-per cenit; silver (18 'so.
Dr. Klennor S. Dailey
"Our Children"
Mrs. Nutter
Grain and produce,
Music
Chicago, D:-11.
Close:
Teaching
Teniperunc
In
the
When Deo. 74.fcc;' May THWISr.
Mrs. Stewart
Hmie"
Corn Dec. 42V.cffi ic; Mav Y.(r
Reading
Mis. Struniqiiist, 44c.
Music
Oats Dec. ,14c; May 3tlc.
All interested in Uio work are corPork Jan $1 .".: : May lltl.o.".
dially invited.
l.rti l Jan. X.GU; May
Itibs Jan. tS.4:"4; Mav $S47'ii

BUILDING

-

i

i

ORATORICAL
CONTEST
AT
ELKS' OPERA HOUSE. THURSOAY
EVENING.
RESERVED SEATS AT
MATSON'S, 25 CENTS.

HAVING
BOUGHT
OUT
A
STOCK OF BLANKETS
THE
ADVANCE
IN
PRICES, WE ARE THERE.
PORE ABLE TO OFFER BETTER VALUES, THAN YOU

E

merly of this city, but at present resl-- l
dents of Hollywood, Cal., will Introduce their, danghler. Miss Vlcentla
Hall, at a dancing party to be given
on the evening of December
IRth l
From the number of Invitations Issued
It Is expected that the affair will be
a largo one. it will be held in Wilcox hall, Hollywood.
Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Coleman, wiio
reside at No. 412 North First street.
yesterday
were uneasy
afternoon
aliout their
pot monkey,
as the little follow could aot be found.
After The Evening Citizen had gone
to press. Mrs. Coleman hastened to
this office to Insert a lost notice. Hav
ing for same. The monkey, no doubt,
in hldlag at the time Mrs. Coleman
lift the house but who was nee.nlne.
surmised the purpose of the lady and
not anxious to have his pedigree pa- raueu in tne columns of such a wldelv
circulated paper as The Evening Citi
zen, showed up on the return of the
lady to her home. Aa Investigation
revealed that the monkey was having
a high time all by himself In the
weeds.
And yi some people say it
does not pay o advertise.

IE1G

.lan es McC'oniston, rem. in contrac
tor. has recently completed 3mt feet
of I. road pavement across ihe einire
hlock on
south side of St Joseph's
HOTEL hospital. the
The new sidewalk area is

WHY
THE COLUMBUS
HAS BECOME SO POPULAR.
i

-

C!TY

"T.ie Holy City" compauy came in
from the wost thU morning, and will
appear at the KJks' opera house' this
evening.
An exchange wilting about this play
says:
Large and appreciative audiences
are again welcoming Gordon &
magnificent Biblical drama,
"The Holy City," the third season being apparently of greater Importance
than even the remarkable first two.
That theater patrons are entertained
and bettered by the
and touching story old as Christendom, founded upon gospel truths and
the teachings of the Nazarene will
not be disputed by any one who had
wit sensed tlw: performances.
Kvery
man. woman and child should listen
to and Bee this pure, Instructive. Illustrative story of the days of our Savior
when here among men. This vivid
setting forth of teachings and instruction is worth a countless price to
those who heed and will endeavor to
apply the simple, powerful examples.

Blankets, Comforters
and Pil ows

i

a Close Call and Was
Burled Alive for Many
Hours.

The filiiiK of a suit by R. W. l.
Hryan, in b'hair of Mrs. John Meyi-rthe proven first wife of John Meyers,
has reopened th nither sensational
case wherein the said John Meyers
was found to be living with a woman
not his wife.
Chi .the application of the suit, the
court asked to have Meyers produced
in court and show why lie had not
supplied Mrs. Meyers with $!' a week
alimony as the court had decreed,
but instead of uppoarlng. Meyers left
the territory and went to Colorado.
thus apparently defying the court to
commit him to Jail for contempt.
However, Meyers' bondsmen, strange
to say, are n.t at all anxious about

s

i

Married Alan Refuses
to Pay Alimony as Ordered
By Judge Abbott.
HIDING

pace riv;.

-

rnmg to the advert Iwment. all bids
must oe submitted oa or before January 6. 1907. to Surerintendent Dur
um ii. luster. Albuquerque. He re-sorves the right to reject any and all j
bid fend a bond Is required of the bid- dors, in compliance with conditions!
named In the advertisement.
Notices
for bids will appear three times each
week In The Kvonlng
Citl.m and
those Interested should not fall to
j
read them. .
T. Yaburunal, of Wlnslow. died at
tAe hospital yesterday from Injuries
received while worklne &
house helper at Wlnslow. The accl- - '
dent occurred the middle of last weok"
lamirunni was standing 1b the rear
of the round house whea an engine
oacsing in crushed htm against the
'

Much

IS

CITIZEN.

..

i

JUDGE FREEMAN

EVENING

THE DIAMOND PALACE

RAILROAD AVENUE, NEAR FIRST STREET

20

BARNE'rr'

p,p,f

West Railroad Avenue

mam

"Ml ""'iiiiiiimmiiwimh'iIimiimm

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS
'nrvp'rmmviTtmwi

una

"Merry Christmas and Happy New Year"

Christmas Cigars
25
7

i

in a Bex

Kirsler Bros., Manufacturers
SOS South Second Street

MaaUwalMfa

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

the man who sang "I'll got another
one," yet it Is decidedly more immor
al. Mrs. Parsons Is the wife of Ihe
new republican leader, the Hon Herbert Parsons, who won fame by beating the machine men In tho republican convention. He probably would
not have done the Job so completely
and have succeeded In nominating
Mr. Hughes for governor if his wife
had produced her book a little more
promptly, as he would have suffered
In the condemnation that has visitRev. Dr. Parkhurst
ed tho author.
said of the book:
"Trial marriages
struck at the root of the home, tore,
asunder all the sacredness of the
Singing Mouse Renders Life marriage
tie, and reduced human beings to the level of brutes. In the
Allserable to People in
present time when there are so many
introducing
constantly
Innovations
New York City.
themselves Into the ordinary events
of life, those of us who remember the
first Impressions of childhood and
W'TAKE
TO
CLERGY DO
still maintain the old time conser
vatism are wont to gasp in surprise
as our first principles of the home,
TRIAL MARRIAGE KINDLY the family, and simplicity of life, are
thrust aside by wew ideas and doctrines. Tho stability of the home depends on the sacredness of the marDeath of President Spencer Great riage ceremony Just as our faith In
God dPends upon onr belief in his
Loss to Railway Interests of
solidarity."

NEWYORKHAD

MANY TURKEYS

SLAUGHTERED

the Whole Country.
New York, Dec. 11. Thanksgiving
wck did but little business, every

lody, with more unanimity than ever
turning to the enjoyable side of life.
The slaughter of turkeys was beyond
all precedent, over three quarters of
a million having laid down their

heads on the block. The celebration
took the form of a family gathering,
the scattered ones from all ends of
the earth having again come to
gether.
The one In which we participated had one member from Porto
Rico, another from Alaska, the latter
a prodigal son, who differed from
the original character In that, instead
of having the fatted calf killed for
tiira. he brought the animal with him
, Wtiat
for
they all were thankful
appears In the answers secured by
the teacher of a public school In the
Bronx, who asked his pupils to an
wer the question, "Why does 'the
president appoint a day of general
Thanksgiving?"
"Because the presl
dent always gets a turkey." "Because
Columbus first discovered America.
"Because we have a holiday the day
after." "Because the president's party won the election." "Because on
this day the Puritans nad their first
dinner." There was only one hoy in
the Bchool who answered "to give
thanks for all the benefits of the
year."
Singing Mouse Nuisance.
singing mouse is delighting the
dwellers in a fiat In the city, at any
rate they say so and they are considered a truthful family. Their delight
is of the sarcastic variety for as bad
as the ordinary gray, nibbling scoot
ing variety is, the singing variety
is inflnltelrvorse.
The entire fam
ily Is put on edge, their nervousness
caufied entirely by the wee musical
creature because they can hear the
mouse's song the moment the little
'rodent leaves his hole. Like most
flats this one has a large hall, and
to tear a faint sound, like a much
flattered canary, begin at the far end
of the flat and grow louder and loud
er as the mouse advanced up the nail,
is more than most persons can stand,
The friends of the family are, of
course, much excited; one who be- lives in reincarnations assures them
that beyond doubt the mouse was
once a woman who possessed a beau
tiful voice and when asked to sing
invariably refused. The punishment
tfhe is undergoing Is well, the the- oroy has a certain convincing ring,
and the cunnlngness the mouse shows
in evading the trap is certainly sus
picious. Then and this is a thing
to awe one the maid saw, the family
being out at the time, the mouse rim
along the keyboard of the piano
sounding again the maid is the au
thoritya faint though unmistakable
scale. A mouse like this is quite as
nerve-rackin- g
as having a celebrity
suddenly developed in the family, and
any suggestions
for catching the
wretch will be gladly and gratefully
received.

Los Great in Spencer' Death.
The loss of Samuel Spencer by an
accident on his own railroad Is felt
more than the death of almost any
other railroad man would have beeu.
There are as big railroad men as
he and some bigger, but they are not
as useful in their places as he was
in his position.
He was absolutely
indispensable and It is going to be a
very hard task to fill his place. The
do not know
responsible parties
where to look for his successor, as he
made the road a success In its
finances, albeit as a wreck producer
it has held an uncanny reputation.
No wonder Mr. Morgan, tho great
financier, was quite broken up by the
disaster, for Spencer was his right
hand man and he has stated that he
will never again find his, equal. It
was a terrible fate to be burned to
death on his own railway, but steel
and wood are Insensible to friendship
and follow the bent of their being as
relentlessly as fate. One cog in the
machine goes astray and the whole
machinery abandons Its useful work
of carrying human beings across the
country safely, and scatters belter
skelter on works of hellishness killing the man who created them as
if he were their sworn enemy. This
time one of the best railroad men in
the country has been laid low and me
shock to the public is great.

A

Dog Identified by Telephone.

"Put the telephone receiver to his
ear." commanded Bartholomew M
Cough, of Montclalr Heights, N. J.,
a few days ago when the police tele
phoned him that they tiad found
pug dog answering the description of
bis Jim, which had been missing for a
few days. The police obeyed the re
quest and at the sound of 'McCough's
voice the dog whined and pranced
around. Sle ran crying from one door
to the other and finally sat up and
ydnod in mystified joy. Mr. Mc-Cough and a small daughter called
for the pet and the delight was un
bounded at the meeting.
.

New York Retain

Horse

Car.

tJreat outcry has been made about

horse car of New York City and
the public has been greatly astonish
I'd at the fact published that they
bear a large proportion of the total
of the city's railway lines. One how
ever has passed away as its race was
run, the last car having been
to the scrap tieap. This was
the Grand street line, one of the
best paying in the city, and carrying many passenger
every day
The closing of this line, however.
does not appreciably diminish the
horse car
in the city, ah there
ib the belt line, which runs up und
down tiio entire length of the island
on each side, and the Fulton street
4iuo which is abundantly patronized
both ways and is a paying concern
The company says it cannot lay the
power wires uderground in tho great
Wteut fctreet line us the water will
iuterfere with the working of the
Wootriclty and there seems to !e real
in this. The company Is
ro&son
ready to hiring the wires along poles
but the public won't listen to this.
Contrary to the assertions
of the
press, however, the cars are run In
t;ood time and are not at all slow.
They are not over crowded, but how
do they l(Kk in a big cHy?
I he

i

con-u)ne- d

fiy.-te- ni

Clergy After Trial Marriage.
Very seldom has any literary effort created such a stir among th
clergy as Mrs. Herbert Parsons new
book, "The Family." Her advocary
has awakened
of "trial marriage"
(very clergyman from Maine to California, with vigorous protests against
her abotniuuble doctrines. She advocates c;necutive marriages, und although it iti a Utile more honest than

SHOOTS FRIENDS

pared and delivered qnio an interesting spech. through an Interpreter.
He told how the Jenie-- ., once the
Pecos Indians, had at all times be
friended the white man, and had saved him many times from death at
the hands of other Indians. He argued that as the Jemei Indians wanted nothing but to be lot alone In the
exercise of their customs and ancient
habits of life, they should be protected by the United States government from any Interference. In conclusion, he thanked the president for
his courtesy and presented the comThe
pliments of the Jemez tribe.
president shook hands with the venerable chief and referred him to the
department of Indian affairs.
When he left Santa Fe, Chief Romero carried a big leather satchel
filled with money for the expenses of
his trip. It then had a fat healthy
When he returned, the
look to It.
grip was flabby and empty. Pointing to it, the big chief said:
"lx)ts of money whin we go. No
Costs
money when we come home.
heap to see so much. Indians don't
care. Had fine time. President, him
great big man and good to Indians.
Indians very
Now we go home.
tired."

REGISTRAR
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PRESENT STORE
Have You Been in Yet to Look Around?
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BUSINESS.
has been assistant

registrar of the College of

Agricul-

ture and Mechanic Arts at Mesilla
Park, has been appolntd registrar by
to succeed
the .board of regents
Francis E. Lester, resldned.
Eugene lane, who has been assistant in the registrar's office for some
time has been appointed teacher of
stenography at the college.
Mr. Lester will give his entire attention to.hlB curio business which
is located at Mesilla Park. He deals
expensively in 'Mexican and Indian
curiosities, blankets, pottery, drawn
work, feather work and the like. It
Is nearly all mail order business.
The College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts is experiencing the best
year in Its history. There are over
250 students and many applications
had to be turned down for the want
of room. An increase of buildings is
absolutely necessary that the college
might do the work for 'which it is
intended and which it can do. It is
understood that with the commencement of the new school year, 1907,
department
a complete commercial
will be added to the college.
TWENTY-FIV- E

THE 18 YEAR OLD CHALLENGER
TO EAT THE DICTIONARY

J

Wj

More Buying Days Before Christmas!

COLLEGE

ASSISTANT SUCJ. P. MILLER
CEEDS FRANCIS E. LESTER,
PRESSING

THE CHRISTMAS

6HAMPI0N SPELLER
CAN'T DO IT

Mo..

Deo.

3.

MlJa

INDIANS

SAW PRESIDENT

a,

REACHED HOME AFTER HEAP
BIG TIME IN WASHINGTON-- NO
MONEY BUT A FINE
TRIP.
Jose Romero, chief of the Jemez Indians, Manuel Yeppa, second chief,
and Jesus Baca Interpreter, forming
the delegation from the Jemez pueblo.
which left recently for Washington to
lay a long list of grievances before
President Roosevelt, reached Santa
Fe Friday and left immediately for
their pueblo. They saw the president
and told him their troubles and took
In all the sights in Washington .Chi
cago and Kansas City.
The president received Chief Romero at the White House and had a
long interesting
with
conversation
him.
The chief explained to the
president that his people claimed
title to a large tract of land near the
pueblo now held by natives engaged
in farming and livestock raising and
asked that this land be restored to
the Jemez tribe.
He also asked that the Jemez In
dians be allowed to live as did their
forefathers for hundreds of years and
to enjoy the privilege of holding their
sacred dances and ceremonies undls- turled by inquisitive tourists.
Chief Romero, who is a stately dig
nlfied, gray haired old brave, pre-

mm.

In

Fitters
The Bitters

is truly a wonderful medicine for run
down systems. Jt strength-

ens and tones and thu
cures Dyspepsia, Costive

Co.

Cough
Chamberlain'
Remedy.
Tlwre Is no other medicine manufactured that has received bo much
praise and so many expressions of
gratitude
as Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy.
It is effective, and prompt
relief follows its u.se. Grateful rar"
eats everywhere do not hesitate to
tout if y to its merits for the benefit
of others. It is a cortain cure for
croup and will prevent the attack if
given at the first
of the
disease. It is especially adapted to
children as It Is pkasant to take ead
contains nothing injurious. Mr. E. A.
Humphreys, a well known resided
and clerk in the store If Mr. H Ijock
of Alice, Cape Colony. South Africa,
oays: "I have naed Chamberlain's
Cough Reniody to ward off croup and
folds la my family. I found it to be
v ry satisfactory aad It
gives me
pleasure to recommend it." For sale
by all druggists.

st

and

FIRST ST.

J. D. Eaklfl, President
G. GlomL Vice President

r

I

OPEN EVERY

NIGHT

Chas. Mellnt, Secretary

V'S I?

O. Bachecht,

Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

ed dictionary, on the fly tear of which
the loser will write: "Champion
Speller of the World."
The people of Macon have so much
confidence in Miss Hamilton's ability,
to spell that they have offered to pay
all the expenses of Prof. Jones' trans,
portatlon to Macon, lodge Aim while
here aad have the brass band serenade him In the contingency of his
winning.

Successors to
MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI. '

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
k00p
trmrytblng la stock to outfit tho
most Isttldloat bar eompUto

W

Have been appointed exclusive agent In the Southwest for Joe. 8.
Schlitz, Wm, Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayefs Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and ather standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Tlnerfes,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect onr
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
lasted to dealers only.

MASTODON FOR THE FAIR
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Seattle, Dec. 3. The
c
Exposition of 1909 wiffl
have as an attraction of more thaa
usual interest an almost .ierfect specimen of the mastodon, which roamed
the Northland a few centuries before
Columbus discovered America. Skeletons of the mastodon, wMch was a
beast considerably larger than an
eleixhant, have
been demonstrated
from scattered! bones and exhibited
at earlkr fairs, but. no exposition rnas
had the big boast as he loked when
alive.
The mastodon was found' on Cleairy
Creek, above Nome, by W. F. Thomas.
The remains of bis royalty were embedded Jn the ice. He probably is
the finest exanipJo of the preservative'
powers of cold storage extant, for
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la Elks' opera house on next Thursday evening the student of the University will hold an oratorical contest. The wiuner of this contest will
represent the school in the territorial
contest to be held la
Vegas, December 27th. There are ten contestants entered and tbe program will
be intermtlng and entertaining.
A
small admission of 25 ceats will be
charged in order to defray the expenses of tho contest. Reserved
8ats will l,o on sale at Matson's on

Is

Wednesdav.

''.My child was burned terribly about
the face, nork and chest.
I applied
Dr. Thorna' Erloctric Oil.
The pain
ceased ami the child sank into a
restful sle(." Mrs. Nancy M. Ilan-soa- ,

Hamburg,

N. Y.
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Ak for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take pp vther,

ALL WORK OUARAMTKKO

Both Phonmo

Avmrnu

WHITHON
MUSIC
(Established
1882.)

CO.

Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In music
a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay
ment pian,
116 South Second street.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

frm

IT'S ANNOYING TO HAVE SOMETHING THAT NOBODY WANTS.
WE ARE NEVER TROUBLED THAT
WAY FOR EVERYBODY WANTS US
TO TAKE CARE OF THEIR PLUMBING CONTRACTS. THERE'S A REA-SOFOR OUR POPULARITY,
WILL PROVE THAT
WE DO HIGH CLASS PLUMBING
WORK AT THE RIGHT PRICES. TO
PROVE THIS GET OUR ESTIMATES.

J.

L. BELL & CO.,
122

West Silver Avenue.

F. PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

I

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First 8treet
Bth Phones.
If yon have tried other tailors and
are not satisfied why aot try us.
We know we ran please you, once
you (U t suit of h you are sure to
come again, as onr work is all strictly
m cluss.
Cleaning, pivsblns and repairing
neatly done on short notice.
If you want something right give us
;
a trial.
11

Ajb uquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

R. P. HALL, Proprietor
tad Brats Ckitlort; Or, coal and bsmber Care; Ikaftiac,
Pullers. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Colsmna aad Irua Frest
Iron

Building!.
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Mining mnd MII Mmehlnory m Bpoolalty
jUkaqaerese,
side ef railroad track.
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...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

KREAM

s.

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)

Chickering & Sons Pianos
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Conceded today to be the best in the world

December 14 King of Tramp
December 81 Mv Wife'a Family
December 18 The Royal Slave
December 23 Aalta, The Sinking
Girl. Matinee and night.
January 1 The Marriage of Kitty.
Matinee and night.
January 21 The Two Johns.
January 28 Paul GUmore, ia Yale.
February 1 King Richard,
the
Third, by John Grfflth.
February 4 Hoyt's Comedy Company.
' February 5 Sis Hopkins.
February 6 Messenger Boy.
February 9 Creston Clarke.
. February
11 Julius
by
Caesar
Charles Hanford.
March 14 The County Chairman.
This is the bunuer performance of
the season.

I.ateit Designs in Table LamiJS, Chandeliers, Shades and
l lectric
Have your House Wired.
w. Rmllroa

F (Eighty-fiv-

L

Supply Co.
Nash Eiectrical
rOR
ILtCTRICAL
BOO

0tOt0K0

EVENTS

of

Houss-Furnishing-

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th AND GOLD

he first got caught loag before peo-- I
pie knew
how to keep Ice dur- ing the summer months,
So well was the beast preserved
tliat not many years ago, when a
imlld winter permitted the Ice to
melt from about him a little, a starving animal ate some of the flesh.
Mastodon sUak served while you
wait! How would that strike you?
It evidently struck the hungry beast
very Well, for he ate a big chunk
out of the mastodon's liack.
Aside from the hole in his back,
the great animal appears to be ia
excellent shape, and he will be dug
out and thawed out and taken to
Seattle. , It is probable that it will
be necessary to skin and stuff him,
aad the Job will bo a big one for
some taxidermist.

AJaskaa-Vu-konPacifl-

apix-aranc- e

ness, Liver Troubles,
Chills, Colds
and General Debility.
Try it, also ask jour druj-Kifor a free copy of our
1907 Almanac. It's very
ntertaining.

Praise

1ST

COR, RAILROAD AVE.

MEN KILLED IN RECENT STORM.

Notaries Public Appointed.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Acting Governor J.
V. Raynolds:
Frederick D. Woodrof, Albuquerque,
Bernalillo county, and Atanaslo Moa-toyAlbuquerque, Bernalillo county.
Articles of Incorporation.
The following articles of incorporation have been filed In the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
PrinThe Schutt Candy company.
cipal place of business at Albuquerque, Bernalillo county.
Territorial
agent. Corporation, Organization
&
Management company. Capital stock,
110,000, divided into one hundred
Bhares of the par value of $100 each.
Object, wholesale sad retail confectionery business.
Duration, twenty-fiv-e
years.
Incorporators,
C. P.
Schutt, E. A. Schutt, M. L. Schutt and
J. E. Schutt, all of Albuquerque.
Standard Cement and Plaster company. Principal tplace of business at
Roswell, Chaves county.
Territorial
agent, James M. Hervey, at 'Roswell.
Capital stock, $100,000, divided into
one hundred thousand shares of the
par value of $1 each, commencing
business with I5.00O. Object, manufacture of cement.
Duration, fifty
years. Incorporators, Siegrled TotzeK,
Cyrus E. Vaughn, George F. Bixby
and James M. Hervey, all of Roswell,
sad Oscar R. Tanner, of Hagerman.
Meeting of Irrigation Commission.
A meeting of the irrigation commission of the territory has been calld
to be held in Santa Fe on Wednesday,
the 12th inst., for the purpose of
to such matters as may be
proKrly brought btfore the commission and to prepare a report to the
legislative assembly of its doings during the past two years.
The members of the commission are: A. N.
Pratt, of Carlsbad, chairman; A. A.
Ketn, land commissioner, Sauta Fe,
secretary; Arthur Seligman, Santa
Doming;' Frank
Ke; N. A. Uolich.
Springer, I.as Vegas; Jsmes E. Mccarty, Farnilngton, and Hlginio Chaves Peralta. No meeting of the commission has beeu held for a year.
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Hamilton, of this place has accepted
a challenge from "th
champion
speller of the world." Once a year
for 32 years Professor D. Jones, a
scnooi teacner or lAncaster, Mo., has
riUlillslied In his coiiEtv seat imiwr n
challenge: to anybody who talks Eng- iisn 10 spo.i against Mm-.
Until ihp nervv little
elded to accept, Irf. Jones went un- cnaiiesged.
Miss Hamilton is 18 years of age.
Sno has the certificate- of her last
teacher stating there is no word
In the English language the girl cannot ftnell. Slw declares k.1io l tnlro
the conceit out of Prof. Jorws or
est the dictionary which he offers s
a prize ia the contest.
Tho professor's rules of battle are
these:
Ordinary
English words,
clearly pronounced by an expert and
written down by the contestants;
match to run four hours coatlnuous-ly- :
no cheerine until result is an
nounced ; winner to get new onalrridg- -

Some of the leading sheep men
FATAL PISTOL AFFRAY IN RIO
have compiled returns of fatalities
ARRIBA
COUNTY
SHERIFF
resulting from the recent storm, and
ARRESTED
ASSAILANT
find that In the southeastern part of
AFTER PURSUIT.
New Mexico at least twenty-fiv- e
men
After shooting two of his friends, lost their lives, says the Roswell Recone fatally, while crazed from drink, ord. Most of the dead are native
Carlos Valdez, a young native, was sheep herders, but some of thein
by sheriff were white men. Mr. Crawford, the
run down and captured
Hernandez. The shooting took place well known sheep grower of the
at CanJUon, twenty miles southeast south part of Chaves and north part
of Tierra Amadilla. The injured men of Eddy, lost 4,000 sheep and four
were Gorgoaio Oallegos, shot through native herders. Two thousand of his
the left shoulder, wound not fatal, and sheep were found in one pile near the
Domingo Borrego, shot in Bide, mor- Chaves and Eddy county line.
tally injured.
Don't use har.sh physics.
After terrorizing the neighborhood,
The reValdez fled 'but was pursued and cap- action weakens the bowels, leads to
constipation.
Get Doan's
tured by the sheriff. He surrendered chrocic
They operate easily, tone
without a fight, having become sober Regulets.
in the Interim. There was no known the stomach, cure constipation.
motive for the crime other than an
overdose of whiskey. He will le arOFFICIAL MATTERS
ranged for murder.
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INVESTIGATING

Hot Times

Drydn Clearwater grand marshal
of the last water wagon parade, has
called a meeting of the water wagon
committee, to lc held In Watertown.
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"SWASTIKA" ROUTE INAU- CURATES TRAIN SERVICE.
.
The general passenger department
of the St. IjouIb, Rocky Mountain St
Pacific Railway company has issued
a circular announcing the opening of
passenger service between
Raton.
Dawson and Cimarron, effective Monday. Dec. 10. There will be two
trains daily, except Sunday. This
will be of great advantage to travelers between the points named, as It
will result In a saving of time and
money.
Train leaves Cimarron at 3:23 a.
ni., connecting at Verniijo at 10:25
a. m., with train from Dawson, and
arriving In Raton at 12:30. Returning, train leaves Raton at 2:00 p.
m
arriving in Dawson at 4:25 and
Cimarron at 5:00 p. m. Trains arrive and depart from Raton terminal
at First street and Rio Grande averates
nue.
Information regarding
the various
will be furnished by
appliagents of the railway, or upon
cation to the general passenger department, Raton.
Information regarding rates will be
furnished by the various agents of
tlie railway, or upon application to
department,
the general passenger
Raton.

Concession Granted By Mexican Government For the
Line Which Will Go From
Saqul and Have Branches to Hermoslllo
and Ures.

'

News arrived in Douglas yesterday
morning from the City of Mexico of
new developments in the railroad situation In Sonora. which will be of
Kpeclal Interest, to the people of this
section, says the International Anierl.
can.
A Rentleman driving
direct from
the City of 'Mexici 'brought the information that Just cfore he left there
the government grunted to the
Interof the Phelps-Dodgests a concession for a railroad to run
from Saqul to Guaymas, including
branch lines to Hermoslllo and Vres.
Detailed information concerning the
concession and its limitation of tim
for tiie construction of the road was
not learned, hut the fact that such a
concession had been grafted was
known In the city before t lie International-American
informant left there.
This concession U confirmatory of
the report published in this paper'
during the week that the Phelps-- !
Dodge interests were to make their
coast connection at Guaymas and it
is als confirmatory of the prediction
made in the editorial columns of this!
paper yesterday that the Nacozarl
branch of the El Paso and Southwestern railroad would be extended from
Nacoaarl to the coast.
This concession in the opinion of
some, will, ijorhaps, be regarded as
simply another move of the battle
lines now contending for advantage
In the Sonora railroad Held by the
Southern Pacific and Phelps-DodgInterests. Be this as It may It
the intention and determinapeople to
tion of the Phelps-Dodgbuild a line through the state of Sonora which will connect this city with
the coast. The original concession of
the Phelps-Dodginterests was to
reach the coast farther south of
Guaymas; this concession was allowed to lapse and it was quickly appropriated by the Southern Pacific. Kor
interthis reason the Phelps-Dodge- ,
ests have diverted their line to Guaymas and in all probability this line
will be built.
It was reported sometime ano that
the Phelps-Dodg- e
interests had Invested in mining property south of
Montezuma, which would give them
the right to build a, railroad to these
mines under the state laws of Sonora.
It is known th:it something like a
month ago, I. S. Douglas, head of the
Phelps-Dodgin Sonora,
interests
made a trip to the Ures country, going nearly t Hermoslllo and this trip
may now be utfumed to have connection with a concession for a branch
line ,f railroad to that section "of the
1

repre-senative- s
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The Santa Fes oil production for
the month of November as reported
by Manager F. T. Perris.
of San
Hernardino, shows a slight decrease.
The Uakersfield field produced
barrels, while the Olinda field
produced 5",io7 barrels, a total of
lux, 477 for the company's California

j

51,-H-

fields.

night.
Eunice Cole, one of the Harvey
house waitresses, who was severely
burned at the time of the fire which
at
destroyed the ' Harvey house
Needles last August, was In that city
last Wednesday and Thursday on lmr
way to her home at Postle, Oklahoma,
slopping oft to make a shon visit.

e

e

mm

I .on Haley, conductor,
will meet
Miss Ewalt. of Paris, Ky., at El Paso
tomorrow, and they will be married.
The couple will reside in Phoenix.

correspondent writing from Carls,
bail. New Mexico, under dute of Dec.
7, Says:
Count C. F. Z. CaracristI,
of f.2 Broadway, New York, and 15
Walbrook, Ixmdon, England, has been
stopping at the Schllti hotel here for
the past two weeks, having been
snowbound a portion of the time, and
waiting the arrival of coreborlng machinery with which he Is preparing
to make extensive Investigations In
southeast New Mexico and Texas to
determine
the submerged mineral
strata,
Thees borings will be made over
a vast scope of country, over which
Mr. Caracristl has been coductlng InCure for fiore Nipples.
vestigations and locating sulphur deAs soon as the child Is done nursposits for his clients In the east.
ing, apply Chamberlula'g salve. Wipe
His Investigations along the latter It off with a soft cloth before allowline have progressed so satisfactorily ing the child to nurse. Many trained
that his clients have purchased many nurses use this with the best results.
thousands of acres of the sulphur Price 25 centg per box. For sale by
beds, and they are now making pre- all druggists.
parations to develop them on en extensive scale.
In connection with these InvestiANYTHING
gations the geciogist has also made
exhaustive rot arch In the oil prospects of the territory through which
his labors hae t xte ided In New
Mark Twain's "Eve's Dairy"
has
Mex.co and Texts, and he has given been barred from an eastern library.
his
your correspondent the benefit of
If his publishers are wise they'll be
conclusions as follows. Coming from gin work on another edition at once.
so high an authority In such matters,
"I do not control a single mile or
his deductions may be taken as conclusive: especially as his reports In railroad," says E. H. Hariiman. Perthe "Manufacturers' Record'' of Bal- haps not, Ed. but you've got u lovely
timore. Md.. induced the Beaumont pull with one or two.
He
developments some years ago.
It's all right now In lawn tennis afsays:
fairs.
Heals Wright has b.en given
geologistudy
complete
of
"After a
as an
ter- the ri.ht to write himself
cal conditions in I he trans-PecoWhen his name was preritory, bounded by the Guadalupe amateur.
to the Hiitish association It
mountains to the north, and the sented
as qiiesiionetl
or not he was
Pecos river to the east, and a line a professional whether
as he. was connected
running from the southwest point of with a company manufacturing
sportthe Guadalupes to the Pecos rlvoi, ing goods.
I do not hesitate to say that within
this territory petroleum will be found
Deduction.
in paying quantities
Sam Woods has taken the sweet-stake- s
I
do
that
It
understood
be
"Let
of this community (for raising
not make this statement for the pur- lotatoes. Nine weeks ago he plant-- i
Impression
that
the
pose of conveying
ed his potatoes, and yesterday
he
oil Is to be found throughout the showed us a bushel of his Fpuds takI
Imply
that en from his field that would average
areas just named, nor do
the region offers scope for wildcat two pounds each In weight. The
promoting schemes. On the con- good books says 'hat "by a man's
trary, tho oil indications are such as works ye rfhall know him," hence we
to jus'ify 'he prediction that as n arrive at the conclusion that Sam
legilmaK" Investment free from the must have "come from the bogs."
usual jobbery, the field will eventual- Barnesville, Minn., Review.
ly give valuable returns to New MexAll the Details.
ico and Texas. In lio case will the I
I.nther Highlander
and wife, of
appearance of oil - in gusher form
manifest Itself, although I have seen Springfield. ()., who have been here
the escape of natural gas under very n week visiting relatives at their olu
heavy pressure at various points that home, returned to Springfield Tuesmight of Itself contradict this state- day. Mr. Highlander and family are
new home.
ment. However. I would not advise highly pleased with their
large saw
developments except as an Individual He has steady work$2 Inpera day,
planing mill at
while
venture by persons who really know and
daughter and stepdaughter each
his
a
have
and
business
petroleum
the
desirable situations at $5 .per
reputation for success behind them have
Mrs. Highlander also has light
week.
I
too
cannot
in the eastern fields.
work,
the family have a total Inand
against
mushstrongly warn people
;f $25 per week.
They also
come
oil men and promoters. have
room would-bbetter health than while living
ruined in Kentucky
These pci ple have already
Mt. Olivet, Ky.. Trl- many otherwise valuable patroleum bune.
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Special Correspondence.
1
Washington, Dec.
Politicians
In Washington are more than ordinarily interested In the formation at Chicago of the Roosevelt Third-TerNational league, the purpose of which li
to assure the continuance In office of
the presenr chief executive.
The
avowed purpose of the league to secure 5.000,000 members and to Ignore
the politicians Is not calculated to
weaken Washington Interests.
Everybody would like to know whar
Mr. Roosevelt thinks about it, but
Mr. Roosevelt won't tell. Of recent
months he has displayed such manifest annoyance when the subject of a
third term has lieen mentioned that no
one now has the temerity to broach
the matter in his hearing. Mr. Roosevelt talks a good deal at times, and
at other times he keeps his own counsel with a pertinacity most annoying
for those who would like to know his
thoughts.
The president's position
regarding a third term is very simple.
Having announced that he did
not want and would not accept a third
term, there Isn't anything he could
say now except to repeat, unless there
should he a change In his position.
Mr. Roosevelt himself outlined this as
his position to n gentleman who called
on him at Oyster Bay last summer,
and he supplemented it with the
statement that should he change his
mind he would at once take the Amet-lcapeople Into his confidence.
I'm 11 the president
announces,
therforc, that his mind has changed,
It is only fair to reckon him out of
the presidential consideration.
Such
organizations as the Chicago Third
Term league might help the president
to change his mind, but he has not
as yet given any indication that he Is
weakening in his stand.
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People who are interested in
politics, ami most people are. arr
looking forward to the announced
visit of Governor-elec- t
Hughes to
Washington for the purpose of conferring with President
Roosevelt.
Several conflicting statements hav'e
been made in this connection.
The
report that he was coming to Washington at this time was emphatically
denied by the senior New York senator. The latter stated that he had
received a letter from Mr. Hughes to
this effect. The governor-elect- ,
however, states that Mr. Plait Is mistaken about the letter; that he has
written no letter and that he accepted an Invitation some time ago to dine
with Mr. Roosevelt on the evening of
December 11.
"I believe," said Representative
Fassett of the Elinira,
. Y., district,
"that Governor Hughes Is going to
make good in every way in the governor's char. He s a strong, able and
fearless man. He has a great opportunity before him. My opinion has
ben that Mr. Roosevelt would almost
be forced io run again, but next to
Mr. Roosevelt, the most commanding
figure thai will be on the republican
horizon in 1908 will be Charles E.
Hughes. In other words, if circumstances and conditions do not compel
Mr. Roosevelt .to take the nomination
for president. Governor Hughes, ir
seems to me, would be the most likely man to be selected."
Justice Harlan's prompt denial that
he has any intention of niuiiing for
goveiiu.r of Kentucky, has disposed
of what promised to be an interesting
political situation.
Just how the story originated i.
what a good many people would like
to find out. Justice Harlan Is eligible
for retirement on full pay, but his
health Is good and he is in love with
his work, and his friends say that he
has not the slightest Idea of retiring
for many a day to come.
After Mr. Moody Is confirmed two
members of the supreme court will
he appointees of Mr. Roosevelt. The
possibility of the question of the constitutionality of an income tax again
coming before the supreme court lu
the near future makes any changes In
the personnel of the court of more
than passing Interest.
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WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

'203 WEST

At Consistent
Prtces

RAILROAD

AVE-

NUE NEXT 10 BANK
COMMERCE.

OF

j j j j

VISIT212OUR
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND STffEKT
WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF

THE

LATEST

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc
Harness & Saddles,

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

J.

KQRB1ZR & CO.,
ALBUQUMQUr, NEW
MEXICO

Im-

THIRD STREET

KILL. THE COUCH

Meat Market

CURE the LUNC8

no

Dr. King's

WITH

All Kinds of Fresh and

W. E.

friei
C0oft$t.00

0NSUMPTI0N

OUGHSand

Fre Trial.

OLDS

8alt

Maata.

Steam Sausage Factory.
E.MIL KLEINWORT.
Maaonlo Building. North Third BtraaV

New Discovery

New-Yor-

The Belen Town and Improvement

,

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT 8PRINQ IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION
IS COSTING
THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

n

Santa

u

d'-a-

COME

at Reduced
Price.

1

A Western Wonder.
There's a Hill at Bowie, Tex., that's fields. trans Pecos petrob fim field is
Here are some of the things tipped
"The
twice a big as last year. This wonCana- to come off at the National Base Mall
der is W. L. Hill, who from a weight quite as good as that of Gaspe,
League meeting beginning Decemlr
of !0 Hunds Jias grown to ovr SO. da, and the wells can be expected,
He says: "1 suffered with a terrible like the Canadian, to produce on an 12:
Geoge B. Dovey will be Introduced
cough, and doctors gave me up to die average of one barrel per day. As
of consumption. I was reduced to 00 this is a high grade lubricating oil as Boston's new owner if he closes
1
liegan taking Dr. it is worth $2."j per barrel. ot ' his option.
IKiunds, when
Ktlley's future will be settled
King's New Discovery for consump- course, it is doubtful if a market -- Joe
hu lu ttmw.l fAi- - Veil- VnrL
tion, coughs and colds. Now, after could be found for any large quantity
will 'leam whether he
taking 12 Uittles. I have more than of the product. Even as fuel oil, it to Corcoran
manage Baltimore or to go
doubled in weight and am completely could be sold at a profit at l.o per some
team in the big league.
cured." Only sure cough and cold barrel.
At thu price it would be
Rumors will be run down as to
cure. Guranteed by all druggists. equal to the best American coal at
transfer of Pittsburg playtrs to Phila-50c and $1. Trial bottle free.
S3.no per ton.
dolphia Sheehan, Hilchey and Beauorganization
the
proper
"Under'
mont are named.
MAUSARD MILLS are paying $1.40
$I1F0
per 100 pounds for good clean wheat, wells should not cost more thanwould j "Buster" Browa, the St. Louis,
$700 each, which of Itself
t wirier,
will know whether he Is to
and give in exchange 85 pounds of to
the business of actually operat- be sold to McGraw's club.
state.
the best flour for 125 pounds of wheat, make
ing the property a profitable one.
When a line of railroad reaches the F. O. D., Albuquerque.
"I have been two years making Incoast from Douglas this city will go
NURSERY PRODUCTS
vestigations
it
that have lead tip to
ir
iThe Citizen
forward with greater bounds than
repeat
I
only
can
conclusions.
Shop
Print
these
ever before and the people here are
that, caution should be exercised In
AND
FRUIT
SHADE TREES,
very anxious to see such a line go 4 where yu can get the most for
your money. We print every,
petroleum SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS.
In
making Investments
forward at the earliest moment.
The
thing but greenbacks and poet- BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.
wells either here or elsewhere.
age stamps. .Either phone.
The Kansas City Journal says: It
failure of one or ten wells drilled N. W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER
e 4
i,
is the opinion of a Santa Fe man that f
without expert advice does not mean STREET.
the strike of the machinists will soon
be brought to an end und the victory
will be with the strikers. The engines
of the system are said to be in bad
condition. - Said this man yesterday:
"If the weil.r shou'd turn cold ant!
the temperature drop down to Hi
zero. trurp would not be enough B
got.d cngi-.i- 's
on the system to pull
in the ileal ones from the road to t he
0
shops.''
This poiti, n is generally
by
Santa Fe trainmen who E
taken
have hail considerable
experience H
with unriKly engines during the past
lew month. It is said to be a comHELEN IS 31 .MILES SOUTH OF Al.Rl'QUER-QUE- ,
Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
mon ccurreiico for freight trains to
N. M.. AT TIIU JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
be laid up for hours at a time on acFe Railway
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of
LINK OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING
count cif an engine having gone
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
and that the road is out a lot of
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
money because of the fact. The stopFRANCISCO,
ping of a stuck train is nor a matter
AND FROM THE
LOS ANGELES.
of small moment.
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
MEXICAN RAILROAD
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x
CONSOLIDATION
PLANS
140 FEET. LAID GUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
From advices received here from
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
Mexico City it looks as though conWITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
trol of the Mexican Central Railway
company would pass 1o the Mexican
OI.D SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
AND GRAND
government In the near future. If
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
present plans are carried through It
COMMERCIAL CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
is probable that the change in control
PEOPLE: SEVERAL IJVRGE MERCANTILE ESwill take place within the next week
TABLISHMENTS; THE BEI.EN PATENT ROLLER
or two, at any rate before the close of
MILL. CAPACITY U,0 BARRELS DAILY: LARGE
the year. Some weeks ago it was
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC.
thought that if the government took
BELEN
IS THE LA TO EST SHIPPING TOINT FOR
Mexican
matter
Central the
the
orr
WOOL. FIXJUR. WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY
of consolidating it with the National
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
railicjd muler government control
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
It I"
would come up MibseiU! ntly.
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
now intimated that if the deal
V
the Cetiual and the governH
ment is carried through a plan to cou
WM. M. BERGER, Sec'y.
,0HN BECKER, Pres.
Kolidato the properties will be
at the Baine time. Wail
S'utt Sitmmarv.

r

Harness

Creates No Little Interest at
Nation's Capital- - Other Po- Htlcal Gossip There.

,

One thousand dollars has been of
fered by .1. B, Hurley, general manager of the Santa Fe railroad, for
the apprehension, arrest and conviction of the party or parties who at
night
tacked Miss Zoe Heckert,
operator at. De Soto, Mo, Wednesday

,

work.

A

Ing of Decemlwr 31st. The committee
in charge of 'be dance are working
hard and will undoubtedly make as
great a success of the ninth annual
ball as coinmj lets have made ol previews annunl ti&lls.
Invitations will
days and
be Issued wit inn a few
there is every assurance that those
t!me.
who a :e..d will !i: ve a

10

ROAD

ing

THE FURNITURE MAN

WILL

DODGE

BUILD

Of the Lower Pecos Valley-- A
Real Count Conduct-

O. EMMONS

Corner Cm! and Second

AIRTIGHT.

year's parade a ancr-esIndicates that
fhey will work, with evea grebter
vigor for th auccrog of the 1907
parade ami' the entertainment t'nat
follows.
The committee endeavored
last year to have John I Sullivan
as the special attraction of the celebration, but was disappointed In cot
being able to present him to the
crowd on that occasion, tt has been
suggested that the committee Invite
.1. PteriHint
Morgan to.attead the
coming celebration.
Several gentlemen believing his stock BcUvltks entitle him to recognition and hoaor.
The mggestion will bo one of the
many that will be acted upon. Attention has also been called to the fact
that Dr. Swallow, once a candidate
for president on the prohibition ticket, has never been honored by our organization.
"It gives mo .);leas tire to announce
that III RiverB, the. veteran driver
of the water wagon, who has held
the reins In all the .parades five in
number has written that he will be
on the seat Jaa. 1, 1907."

H

AND ...

LEAGUE

s

Prices and terms
to suit all.

5i

Vehicles

ROOSEVELT

In his circular
N. Y.. next week.
Mr. Ch'arwater says:
"Correep-ondenewith the gentlemen wta did so much to make last

of us. We handle the
celebrated
line of stoves and rang-e- s.

It

THIRD TERM FOR

First Water Wagon Call.

Are Coming

re

PHELPS
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field Is worhless, hut simply
that some poor, confiding greenhorn
has parted wit hhls cash."

If you buy your heater

ft

CITIZEN.

that the

it

F.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQLE.

11, 1906.

MAUGEK

WOOL

Surest and UiucKcct Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO ZBOTJB-XJSor MONEY BACK.

.

with Raaoe ft Manner.
Office, 115 North First
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

S,

r"

St

M.

William' Indian Pll

10)! IF. SDr.
and
Plies. It abnorK the

will euro Hllnd,
luslitng
tuiuora.

tkiluys the Itching toner, acts
as a rxniUice. it!vi' Instant re
lief. Dr. Willlumn'lnilliinl'ileOlnt.
m inont IxnntDarrd for Pilmiand lti h.
Inir of llin privoln partd.
F.vrry box Is
Vlirranleit.
ilv dmiririfctM. bv uiull nn
eMpt of prii.. AO ei.nta anil f 1.00. UflLLMNlS
B.UFaCTURINQ CI.. Props.. iHvelano..Tji1iv
VOn SALE BY S. VANN & SON.

ii

r.

7.

A. SLEYBTER

TOTt

ORADI

Dealers In Grocerlea, Provisions, Has,
Grain and FueL
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liqiart
ana utgars. piaca your orders
this line with ua.
NORTH THIRD STRUT

BECKER HOTEL
New Management, November

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room B, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

Opposite the Santa

I, 1906

re Depot

ADOLPH BECKER, Proprutof '
BKLtTM, M. M.

RANKIN & CO.

,

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL B8TAT.
LOANS.

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Bulldlae

1

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
BAM BROOK

LIVERY

k-

1

tt
!

IP

AND

BROt.. Propm.

BOARDING

8TABLK

8ADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phona 604.
No. 112 John St

A. E. WALKER,
rime

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Aaeet
tion. Office at 217 Weat ReifreoS
OF THE COLD avenue.
we appreciate
a perfectly heated
house, but it Is not every house that
Is properly warmed. If yours la lackW. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
ing in aay way, or if you are undecided what Is the best system to in- LIVERY, BALE, FEED AND TRANSstall in a new house and need inforFER STABLES.
mation tbat is trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble. Horses and Mulea Bought and
We are specialists for hot water, hot
changed.
air and steam beating.
BEST TTJRNOUT8 IN THE C1T1
between Railroad and
Standard Plumbing & He3ting Co Second Street,
Copper Avenue.
COMING IN OUT

0OeX04K00
Kocoe
oeoo
A Railway Center
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.
EAST AND WE8T, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
MODERN
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD.
S,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT:
WARRANTY
DEEJS.
PURCHASE
ONE-THIR-

D

S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
TWO-THIRD-

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND prUCE. IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICfT LOTS.

K000Ot060KOfrtC'0
Kaoooeooocoecci-.-occ-t

HLXJLJ

0Gn000130Q0000S(fiX:0000000000000M0000000000;000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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0
0
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audience, among which wore representatives of almost all 'he prominent
Afnative families of the territory.
ter the ceremony the remains were
escorted to their 'final resting place in
Santa Barbara cenntery by a procesM 1
i
sion of moumlD.i friends headed by a
band.
Atllion Baca, a native, employed at
WESTBAILROflDAVE
O. S. Thompson has arrived from the Trimble triable, was picked up In
Clifton, Arizona.
an Intoxicated condition ia the Santa
Miss Mabel Kennedy Is at Illllsboro Fe railroad yards last night ty a
visiting Mrs. C. C. Crews.
watchman. Arraigned In police court
Mrs. W. E. Dame weat to Santa r"e this morning, Baca pleaded guilty to
being drunk and disorderly and was
this morning to visit friends.
Ralph E. Twltchell of the Santa Fe flnded 5.
Shoes never fail to please the
Samuels, the tiiratrlcal man who
legal staff Is In town on railroad busilast winter stmteil the Samuels Stock
ness.
have a gracefulness and
company nnd gave a few productona
most critical eye.
M. De I"on. the halter, went to San.
house before the
J at the Elks'
t
pie
a
con
Ke
to
spend
morning
this
dash of style
all women like. Shoes to be
company strand" d, imssed through the
of days.
city oa the delayed Colifornla limited
O. M. Smith, auditor for the Harvey yesterday evening en route west, achandsome, artistic and skillfully made need not
system, came la from I.as Vegas yes- companled by his wife. Mr. Samuels
be
terday.
was wearing diamonds.
Ben Striekfadden of I.as Vegas, a
Percy Harbour, the mining engl
Is neer, who has promised to reopen the
well known traveling saUsmaa,
here from the Meadow City.
Bland mining (iiMrict, raised through
Geo. O. Cooke, the mining promoter, tne city last veiling en route to Ne
leaves this evening for Thoreau. after vada, where he is called on mining
Patent kid. dull tops, light or heavy soles, military or French
a stay of several weeks In the city.
busies. Jnmes MrCorrlston and Dr.
heels, lace or button
Allpn of this Alhlinilernne Cams, who are financially interested
M
f"V
Pressed Brlek end Tile company, was" lajlhe Bland district, were at the stala north hound passenger tills morn- - tion to see Mr. IlarlKtur.
Ing.
. Vlcl kid, light or extension Boles,
The 1,88 Cruceg Republican says:
low, medium or high heels,
'
On Wednesday afternoon the ladles Robert Dross, an expert accountant,
lce or button
of the Lutheran church will serve a arrived here, tjils week from Albulunch at the home of Mrs. Heidt at querque and has accepted a position
as assistant cashier of the First Na419 West. Lead avenue.
Oongola, made on new lasts, well fitting, solid all through
Miss Gertrude Takken, teacher at tional lnk. Mr. Dross was connectwith Eglish banks for six years.
the Central High school, Is entertain ed
and from there went tf China and
ing her friend Miss Cora Allen of Japan
where he spent sixteen years
Battle Creek, Michigan.
in foreign banking houses.
Bora, to Mr. and Mrs. Wallle HuntsThe funeral of Mrs. J. H. Galnsley,
man, 10G South Broadway, a baby boy whose
death was chronicled in The
Mr. Huntsman is an engineer at the
8AUCE3 AND CONDIMENTS.
Evening Citizen yeBterday afternoon,
mills of the American Lumber comtook place this ufternoon at the
pany.
chapel of O. W. Strongs Sons, and
(107
North many friends of the family were presMrs. S. H. Shaffer of
.When purchased at C. M. Brisham's
her ent. Rev. Crawford spoke a few
grocery store, are sure to bring the Fourth street Is entertaining
mother, Mrs. E. A. Sturgeon of Salem, cheering words to the bereaved
right flavor to all dishes Into which Ohio,
who arrived lure last night on
aft(- - which the casket was
they enter. This Is because we al- No. 9.
borne to the hearse and then to Fair-vieways procure too best manufactured,
Lee Hutchison cashier for the Amcemetery, where burial occurred.
we find out first what brands are re- erican Supply company at the Heaton
A rumor Jias been curreat in railliable and personally guarantee them. mine in McKlnlty county, is siend-la- road circles for several days past that
the day In the metropolis with old Harvey Moore, chief clerk to Agent
friends.
Purdy of the Santa Fe, will leave AlR. P. Hall, proprietor of the Albu- buquerque about the first of the year.
querque foundry, left yesterday for his Mr. Moore when confronted with the
Successor to
home at Hollywood, Cal., where he report this afternoon admitted It was
F. F. TROTTER.
will spend the holidays with his fam- not without foundation.
Asked who
his successor would .be lie declared
not. 118 and 12o South Second street. ily. .
Triple Liak Rebekah lodge No. 1") he was not la a position at this time
will hold their regular meeting this to name him as he had not been dehowever,
evening at 7:30.
All members re- cided upon. Mr. Moore,
quested to attend. Visiting Kebekahs stated that he expected to leave AlGEO. W. HICKOX.
T. Y. MAYNARD
buquerque about the first of the year
welcome.
but has not decided yet where he will
Maynard
Ml?s
sister,
Gunsul
and
Holidays
rapidly approaching. None realize this fact more
Te do we, areanticipating
locate.
Myrtle
enjoying
Guasul,
visit
are
a
and
a repeUtloa or the gratifying patronage
from a sister, who arrived from the
accorded us last holidays, we have purchased the finest line of Rich
Make your friends and relatives
east this afternoon on the California
Cut Glass, Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, ia
a
comfortable for a whole year by prelimited.
to our usual lines ever known la this city. The goods are on
them at Christmas
with a
Judge Ira A. Abbott returaed from senting
display In onr salesroom, South Second Street, and we cordially Invite
pair of our dainty,
knit
yeur early lnsrwtloa. Special attention paid to mail Inquiries.
Las Vegas on the California' limited slippers. They come
in black or red
and will be in his chambers tomor- and cost in women's sizes
only $1.00,
row morning for the transaction of
Hickox-Maynarand In men's aiaes $1.50.
C. May's
d
business.
Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad aveSpecial
Temple
communication
of
nue.
M
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
lodge. No. 6, A. F. & A. M., this evenMa8
ing
at
o'clock.
ia
Master
Work
ond In Your Wateho for Roomlrt
INVEST ONE
DOLLAR
AND
son degree. By order of Worshipful SAVE 25
'
CENTS; THAT'S GOOD
THE ARCH' FRONT.
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
Master. J. C. Ferger, secretary.
BUSINESS.
There will be a regular meeting of
HERE IS THE WAY:
Woodmen Circle this afternoon
at
TILL SATURDAY
NIGHT,
THE
2 o'clock In Odd Fellows' hall. Eler
15TJH
tlon of officers and other annual busi- QUAKER
OATS,
PER
ness will come before the meeting.
PKG
10c
R. W. Hoyt and wife and Miss L. SCOTCH OATS. PER
PKG 10c
, .
Chest nut wood are registered at the VICTOR OATS, PER
, v .
PKG 7c
p0tfft and Railroad Avenue '
Savoy from Toronto, Canada.
: ;
Mr. BANNER OATS. LARGE PKG.,
Hoyt is traveling auditor of the Santa
WITH CROCKERY
25c
Fe and his home at present is at QUAKER OATS. LARGE PKG.,
Laa Vgas.
WITH CROCKERY
25c
FOR.
United States Marshal C. M. Forak-e- r ALBUQUERQUE CASH GROCERY
haB gone to Philadelphia, where
CO.,
he .was called by the illness of a
,313 MARBLE AVE.
brothtr, who is an attoraey in th
Quaker City. The marsh I expects to
The Martha society of the Lutheran
SEE OUR LINE OF
visit Washington before returning.
church will hold their coffee social
Dr. William D. Radcliffe of Belen ca tomorrow afternoon at the rest
surgeon to the Sinta Fe Railroad oence of Mrs. Heydt, 419 West Lead
company on the Belen cut-ofis here avenue.
for a brief stay. Dr. Radcliffe is also
The finest orchestra la the city
aa official of the territorial loard of
plays at the Rink touight.
Couplea'
health.
Mrs. Edward Hayes, residing at No, contest Wednesday.
711 South Broadway, presented her
household with a fine baby boy. Mr. iMCe curtain THE MAZE.
stretchers
$1.35
Hayes is a smelterman and at present
BlssiMl carpet sweepers
2.40
is at work somewhere la Mexico. He
Mrs. Potts' sad Irons, per set
1.10
Is exptcted ihome Christmas.
Bird cages, from $1.25 to
3.50
John S. Beaven of the Clarkville Fancy creamery butter
35c
C03i yards, returned last night from
Strlctlty fresh eggs
40c
flying trip to Gallup. Mr. Beaven went rresh criRp soda crackers, pkg. . 10c
FINE CHINA CUT GLASS
out to Hie Clarkvillo mines to see A nice lot of Christmas cards
CHAFING DISHES
what the coal prosiieet was. He
rrom lc to
06c
BAKING DISHES CARVING SETS
brought a few ears of the black dia Doll buggies,
30c to
2.50
monds
back
with
him.
SILVER PLATED WARE
Doll
30c to
2.00
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Thompson and
You should buy your Christmas tree
FOOD CHOPPERS
FINE CUTLERY
children of Ssn Antonio, N. M., were ornaments now, each lc to 6c.
In the city this morning and left for
WVj will want
several more extra
the west on the California limited sulesladles.
Mr. Thompson is manuger of the coal
THE MAZE.
ruau, wiucu tjieuus irom san Antonio
WM. KIEKE, Propr.
to the Carthago coal fields.
"OF HAY AND
LARGEST
STOCK
regular
The
monthly meeting of the
Foarth and Railroad Avenue
AT
ttttall Merchants' association of Albu- GRAIN IN THE TERRITORY.
querque will lie held In the offices PRESENT WE ARE USING THREE
rooms 21 aad 23. Whiting block, at LARGE WAREHOUSES FOR THE
7: no p. m.. Tuesday, December 11, A STORING
OF OUR
IMMENSE
full attendance Is desired. B. O. Jaffa STOCK. THIS STOCK WAS ALL
THE
BOUGHT
president. William D. Clayton sec
EARLY
AT
LOWEST
CASH
retary.
PRICE.
INSURING
YOU I
- e. r-. .. .
.
r.
t rr
ei
J
E.nw oto
UUALI I V A T A LOW
funeral services over the remains PRICE.
of the late Jose Ignuclo Garcia were
E. W. FEE,
held yesterday forenoon In the church
RAILROAD AVE.
SOUTH FIRST ST.
of San Felipe do Nor! in Old Albuquerque.
The prominence of the dead
DIsm'o'ods, Watches, Jewelry, Cat Class, Ciocke,
GRAND CONCERT.
8Ilverwara. We Invite
together with the esteem in
man
Mis Mary Menaul. Prof. J. H.
Hear
yonr trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
which lie was held union g his neigh-tor- s
Crum. Prof. A. R. Brown. F. B.
drew to the church an unusual Schwentker
and a full chorue, Presbyterian church, Tuesday night, December 11. Admission 25 cents.
Something entirely new in the war
of advertising will apiiear every Sat
urday evening in Simon Stera's space
on the last pane of this iwpe-r- .
It Is
called "The Diary of a Boy." and if
all the rest to folluw are as clever
as tne installment in tonight' Issue
we warrant that tln-- will be followed
with keen l:UereM.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

Je:

'A

Shoes

That Please

Our Women's

They

that

-

EXPENSIVE SHOES.

Believe Us
NOVS
We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost
SEE US betore you buy

$1.75, $2.00, $2.25

rela-tivpe-

Yesterdy I got a bluddy nose frum Jim. He snnk
up bchine and pastld me 1. It want a fare flte, and Pa
ed ought 2 Ilk Jim if I was a sun of his.
I gesa he was sorry fer me becaus this afternune he
tuk me down to Simon Sterns' store and hot me a new

Hi

1

Bute, hat and shuze. I geas he was sory for himself 2,
becaus he scd wile he was about It he wud get hlsetf a
H., 8. &. M. suit. Gee but it was a swel 1. In a fu
yeref
I kin ware long pantz,
and Pa sez If t dont smok aigarets
and stunt mi groeth it wont be long B 4 I can hev a H.
M. aute. Yu bet I alnt even going to
8.
smoke korn
ellk enny more.

Do It Today
Learnard
Eslabllibed

&

Lindemann,
206 W. Gold Avcane

1900

COAL
Genuine American Block per ton $8.50
Cerrillo Lump
6.50
Anthracite Nut
8.50
Anthracite Mixed
9.00
Anthracite, stove and furnace

lies

You can buy a Hart, Schaffnrr &
Marx Suit or Overcoat for

Q.50

Clean Gat Coke

6.00

$15 to $30

WOOD

Green Mill wood, per load
Dry Mill wood, per load
Factory wood, per load

8.

Brlte and fare.
Prltty cold fer
ewlming, but me and Pudge and fatty went down, tu the
crlk today. It made a fellers teeth chater, too. I gese
we wont go enny more this yere.

TODAY

'

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $5.00

Satorday Dec.

In the purchase of a Piano

Look at Our Women's Shoes

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $5.00

DIARY OF A BOY

We can save you money

$2.25
2.75
3.00

...SIMON STERN...

W. H. HAHN &CO.
Both Phones.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

THE CASA DE ORO.
BEST ROOMS, BEST MEALS, BEST
PRICES, BEST CROWD.
613 WEST GOLD AVE.

g

C. M. BRIGHAM

.

taa

addl-dUlo-

high-grad-

The

'

.

ALBUQUERQUE
.

HARDWARE

Between Railroad and Cvpptr A ve.

AIR BLAST AND ROUND OAK
STEEL RANGES
UP-TO-DA- TE

Heaters

OIL HEA TERS

e

Co.

NORTH FIRST STREET
'

115-11- 7

CARVING SETS, ENAMELED SAVORY ROASTERS, TABLE
CUTLERY, ALL CLASSES COOKING UTENSILS, CROCKERY,
HORSE BLANKETS, HARNESS, WINONA WAGONS. TIN
SHOP IN CONNECTION. STOVES SET UP.

CO.

v

.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

ALBUQUEROUE

EVERITT

HARDWARE

Diamond

GO.

--

Palace

0 WMBTMEY
Wholesale and Retail:

HARDWARE
Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings Steam and VCater
Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Mail Orders Solicited
Bouth rirat Btroot
lie.403,11T.North
40I,
rirmt atroot

113.

ft

Albuquerque, New Mexico
S9
ipaiMn mmm

e-

kk.VVJftt fOOD
fiH Im or Walar Umh

Is?

ip.

I

602-60-

10

1111
Which

DR. L. H. CHAMBERLAIN,
DENTIST.

Stetson Special
$5.00

.DERBY-$5.-00

Tlie lightest, most durable hat on the market
The holiday biock just out is now displayed by us.
K.

I.. Wasiiisi'kn Co.

ROOM

CROMWELL

2,

ESTABLISHED SINCE 1889.
Com p. Syrup (f Rucalvntus.
for
coughs, colds, bronchitis, nrlce 50c. At

FEE'S PEERLESS

CANDIES,
STORE.

AT

'

HOME-MAD-

WALTON'S

DRUG

DR. J. E. KRAFT. FORMERLY LO.
CATED IN THE GRANT BUILDINQ.
HAS REMOVED TO ROOMS 9 Awn
3.
BARNETT
BUILDING
OVER
O'REILLY'S DRUG 8TORE.

Whir K

Bait-wate-

C8Be of pure white cnamol smooth
clean and wholesome, sealed aad Imbedded in Ice In a Sealshit Carrier,

Which

Ruppfc's.

fresii, clean, wholesome oysters with
tang, the true
r
tho Sealshipt kind
flavor of tho se
or
Bubby, slimy, bruise, white oysters,
tasting: of little else than stale wator
and preservatives the tub kind.

a delicate

'

BLOCK.

xwy wmi'utpj;

or

a wooden tub. soggy with stale Juices
and Impure water, with a loose cover
and an odor of formaldehyde?
,
a word' aPPals to you as tho raoit
potable, fppetialng and sanitary

rv

Sealshipt Oysters or the Tub Kind?
Sealshfpt Oysters Fresh Dally

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
AT THC
COLOMBO

HALL

Admission

50c

DANCING SCHOOL

tailes

Free

WW?

-- ST

